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"Development of a Pattern-Becognition System Using

Binary Moments as Feature Vectors"

By R. H. Bunion

Abstracts:

This thesis describes the development of digital electronic

logic circuits and associated control algorithms into a

system for manipulating and analysing binary data representing

visual (or other) patterns in order to identify or classify

the patterns within a known group.

Since the recognition procedure is usually part of a system

for "reading" printed alphabetic characters, the distribution

of elemental "black" areas with respect to given axes in the

pattern field is an important recognition feature. Area-moment

properties of the patterns are investigated and a novel form of

binary moment is proposed as an easily extracted feature vector

which has the advantages of simplifying the computation of the

moments and reducing the memory capacity requirement of the

system.

The evolution of the electronics system is closely dependent on

the pattern recognition principle that is being implemented.

The initial intr tion was to develop in discrete TTL a dedicated

electronics unit for use as a teaching aid or as a tool for

investigating the area-moment properties of the pattern set.



However, it became obvious as the availability of LSI modules

increased that a systems approach using more sophisticated

logic would provide a more flexible investigative tool.

The report details the changes in the concept of the hardware

system with the advent of the microprocessor and programmmed

operation.

Circuit diagrams and program listings are given for two

microprocessor-controlled systems which can generate binary

moments and identify patterns from the known group.

Attention is given to classification of ambiguous patterns and

to synthesis of patterns from their feature vectors. Also

included are a discussion of feature-sensitive areas of patterns

and a suggestion that right-to-left scanning of English capital

letters could lead to a faster recognition procedure.
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1. Preamble

As the initial choice of project and the pattern of its

subsequent development were both influenced by the previous

interests and knowledge of the writer, it may be thought

pertinent to insert a brief personal note in this preamble.

The writer graduated from King's College, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne,

in 1956 with a B.Sc. Degree in Mechanical Engineering. After

one year at Teacher Training College in Glasgow, the writer

has been continuously engaged in teaching mechanical engineering

subjects in Further Education in Scotland. An interest in

radio transmission and reception led to the writer becoming a

licensed radio amateur. The development of electronic

calculators and their subsequent use in engineering calculation

promoted an interest in electronic computers, and in what has

become known as "artificial intelligence".

When the opportunity arose to undertake a research project in

Physics at St. Andrews, the topic of Pattern Recognition was

most attractive.
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1.1 Introduction

The correct assimilation of information presented in visual

form is dependent on successful pattern recognition. A

viewer of printed matter sees a pattern of elemental areas

of contrasting colour or degree of light or dark: a reader

recognises the pattern as a symbol with a particular meaning.

The possibility of transition from viewer to reader requires

the existence of a pattern recognition system of which the

principal features are:

(i) the exclusion of random patterns, i.e. all patterns

presented are significant symbols;

(ii) each pattern in the character set has features of the

elemental areas comprising the pattern that distinguish

it from the rest of the set;

(iii) the viewer has the ability to detect significant area-

properties in a given pattern, and from an analysis of

these properties to identify the character.

With some character sets certain regions of the pattern are of

greater significance than others for the purpose of distinguishing

between different members of the set. Sentient beings learn by

practice and experience which features are most significant,

i.e. are most helpful in listing uishing between the members of

the particular character set encountered.
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Machines devised for pattern recognition can in some cases be

arranged to emulate these techniques (i.e. paying particular

attention to highly relevant regions of the pattern) by adapting

or modifying their own programs on the basis of success or

failure: such machines are naturally rather complex in terms of

both hardware and program ability.

Alternatively, advantage can be taken of the comparatively high

speed and non-tiring characterisitcs of electronic machines to

reduce the sophistication of the pattern recognition procedure

by arranging that the machine bases its identification of a

pattern on an analysis of some property of elemental areas in

all regions of the pattern without regard to whether work done

in any region is productive or otherwise. Such a procedure is

characterised by simpler programs but involves more property-

evaluation and takes longer to perform, without necessarily being

more effective.
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2. Background to Project Specification

2.1 Preliminary Definition of Pro.ject Area

During preliminary discussion with the project supervisor the

recently completed thesis of N.J. Tucker (2) describing work

on Pattern Recognition using Area-Moments was brought to the

writer's attention. Tucker had used a computer simulation

of a character reading and identifying system in which the

data representing the patterns had been manually entered on

cards for input to a large general-purpose computer.

Prom discussion of this work, which has tended towards the area

of data-processing and mathematical analysis, emerged the idea

of a project involving the construction of an electronics

package - a dedicated pattern-recognition machine - which would

attempt to identify patterns using feature vectors obtained

by computing moments of elemental areas.

The machine should accept pattern data either manually input by

local switches or from an external source, should compute

moment-vectors and should indicate its conclusion regarding the

pattern by any means convenient.

It was agreed that the writer would explore the possibility of

implementing a pattern recognition system involving the least

amount of computation, partly to reduce circuit complexity and

construction time but also to limit memory and other component

requirements.
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Since the writer had very little previous knowledge of digital

techniques, or indeed of the binary system, or Boolean Logic,

some preliminary work had to be done to make good this deficiency.

A digital tutor kit with self-study notes was borrowed and simple

circuits were constructed to discover the properties of the

various logic gates and shift registers. From i.e. manufacturers'

literature, knowledge was gained of the various packages such as

adders and multipliers. Since it was still not decided whether

an analogue or a digital system would be best some circuits

using operational amplifiers were also constructed and studied.

Eventually a tendency towards the digital system emerged and it

has been adopted in the system developed.

2.2 General System Considerations

At the same time as the circuits for calculation were being

collected some thought was also being given to the type of

calculations which would be involved in the pattern recognition

process. The system evolved by Tucker, to identify a given pattern,

involved the calculation of moments of elemental areas of the

pattern about co-ordinate axes which were located relative to the

geometric centroid of the figure by a process of normalisation.

In addition to simple first and second-order moments about each

of the axes independently, the computation involved calculation

of higher (up to 6th) order moments about either axis and the

various product moments arising therefrom.
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Whilst this was a task which was well within the power and

memory capacity of a moderate-sized general purpose computer

it posed problems of cost and complexity in the context of

constructing a small dedicated pattern recognition machine

in a reasonable time.

Accordingly, some consideration was given to the possibility of

simplifying or reducing the amount of calculation whilst still

retaining the principle of using area-moments as feature vectors

for pattern recognition. The working pattern-field was first

defined.

2.2.1. The Pattern-field

Whilst there is no fundamental requirement that the elements of

area containing the pattern information should all be of the

same size or be arranged in an orderly array or matrix, this will

generally be the case for simpler computation and more flexible

interchange of patterns. A rectangular matrix of adjoining

squares can provide a suitable pattern field. This may be

represented approximately in electronic equipment by closely-

packed light-emitting diodes. To distinguish the pattern from

the background or field one may imagine the pattern to consist

of a number of black printed squares on a white field. Then a

particular square in the matrix may be an element of the pattern,

or it may not.
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In reality the contrast in a visual pattern is never pure light

and dark - various shades of "grey" intervene - hut a suitable

threshold level can be chosen to separate squares into the

light or dark categories.

Such a two-state area vector is ideally suited to representation

by the Binary system. If a particular square is black it may

be said to be "true" and be represented by the binary digit "1".

In this context a white square is "false" and is represented

by the digit "0". In the electronic sense, a black square may

be represented by illuminating the corresponding l.e.d. (since

the binary representation is 1 or "true").

Naturally the greater the number of squares occupied by the pattern

the finer will be the detail which can be portrayed. This

corresponds to a smaller dot size in a printed picture. In

practice the size of the matrix is governed by cost and complexity

considerations and also to some extent by the fact that electronic

integrated circuits forming the shift register display/storage

devices are made in units having 8 storage locations.

In the event, the matrix chosen for this project had 56 elements

arranged in 7 vertical columns each containing 8 red l.e.d's.

This is a fairly coarse array when one wishes to represent curved

lines or diagonals, but it was thought that it would suffice to

show the feasibility, or otherwise, of a proposed pattern

recognition system.
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2.2.2. Data Input

Before a machine can begin to process a pattern through its

recognition system the pattern must be presented to it in a

manner intelligible to the machine, and perhaps also to the

person operating the machine. (Once the system is operating

reliably the operator need not be concerned with the patterns

being input). The proposed machine stores the pattern in

56 storage latches, each with an output to its corresponding

l.e.d. and with two inputs, selectable by an external A/B

switch under either operator or automatic control. With the

switch set to input A the latches receive data from an array

of 56 manually operated key switches, and with the input switch

selecting input B the data is transferred to the storage latches

from 7x8 bit Serial In/Parallel Out shift registers which can

be loaded serially, for example by a picture scanning device or

under internal machine control from the processing circuits.

Thus, a pattern consisting of 56 bits of binary information could

be input to the storage/display latches either manually or in

automatic, serial, fashion and the pattern simultaneously appear,

for the operator's information, on the l.e.d. pattern matrix.

In the original project specification it was assumed that the

information would be available to the machine in some similar

form - initially the details of data acquisition were not held to

be a major part of the project but as the system development

proceeded it became obvious that some integral means of pattern

input and modification would be essential for testing and developing

the recognition circuits.
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(Accordingly, the first part of the machine to be constructed

was the Input/Output Module).

With the pattern presented to the machine in binary form it must

then extract the values of those particular features of the pattern

which will be used by the recognition or classification system.

The feature-vectors relevant to this project are moments of

elemental areas about chosen axes in the pattern field. Before

the specification could be taken further the properties of area-

moments had to be explored.
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3. Area-Moments as Feature Vectors

3.1 Geometric Moments

The use of moments of elemental areas as feature vectors in a

pattern recognition system was proposed by E.L. Alt in 1962(1)

and was the subject of a paper by N. D. Tucker and P. C. Evans

in Copenhagen, August, 1974(5)•

Briefly, the nth order moment of an element of area about a

given axis is the product of the area (dA) and the n th power

of the perpendicular distance, r, from the centre of the area

to the axis. The n th-order moment of the entire pattern
'Ao

about the axis will be

J

n ,. , where A =
r dA ' o

r
max

° J A
r dA,

r .

mm

is the zero^ - order moment, and is also the total area. In a

digital machine where a binary '1' represents the presence of

unit elemental area, all elements are of magnitude 1 'bit'

(binary digit) and Aq is simply the number of bits in the pattern.

If 'a' is the unit elemental area

< K
pattern area, A = a. for a

o

k-bit pattern.

The n^-order moment, M(n), of

the entire pattern about axis XX,

say, will be given by

MO) = iVn").
A O
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Similarly mo)y=

It is possible for patterns having quite different shapes

to have the same value of M(n)x or M(n)Y» so that positive
identification using only one order of moment would not be

guaranteed. For example, a horizontal bar of elements would

have the same value of M(n), whether the elements were adjacent
x

or widely separated, but the values of M(n).y for those patterns
would differ. Thus the use of a combination of moments about

the two axes would provide a probable means of separation in

most cases.

A further general, or composite, moment M(m,n) can be defined

with respect to the mutually perpendicular axes OX, OY:-

Composite moments may be helpful in detecting concentration of

pattern elements along diagonal lines, for instance.

A digital machine can be arranged to evaluate any required

geometric moment of a pattern input on a binary-coded matrix

with respect to given axes, provided the location of the axes

relative to the rows and columns of the matrix can be clearly

defined to the machine.

i.e.
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In the work of Alt, and. of Tucker and Evans, provision

was made for the machine to evaluate the moments about axes

passing through the centroid of the pattern location of which

the machine had computed during a normalising procedure. Fixing

the axes through the centroid has the advantage of allowing

four-quadrant (signed) working with the possibility of negative

values for certain composite moments - a good recognition feature.

However, since the matrix contemplated for the project machine had

only 56 elements, and it was desired to avoid non-integer values

for x and y to simplify the moment-computation, the axes were

chosen to be the left-hand and bottom edges of the matrix as seen

by the user. In this way 'x' and 'y' were both integer and positive.

3.1.1. Proposed Implementation of Machine to Compute Geometric Moments

In the original concept of the project machine it was assumed that

computing circuits constructed from discrete logic elements would

evaluate the required elemental moments as the pattern was entered

into the matrix, either manually or from a scanning unit. The

elemental moments would be summed into separate accumulators.

Integrated circuit functions, such as adders and multipliers, were

available for the construction of squaring and cubing circuits.

A book on Counters by R. M. M. Oberman (3) yielded other useful

circuit ideas.
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It was quickly realised, however, that in order to generate only

the sixteen different geometric moments from M (0,1) to M (3,3)

together with M (0,0) the area, would require 2 squaring circuits,

2 cubing circuits, 9 multiplying circuits and 16 accumulators.

This was called the "Brute Force" method. (See Figure 1)

If the values of x and y assigned to the matrix columns and rows

respectively are taken to be simply their displacements from the

left hand edge and the bottom of the matrix, the numerical value

3 3of the elemental x y moment of the top right hand element of
17

area is 175616 units alone. This is greater than 2 , thus

needing an 18-bit accumulator to hold that individual term. When

the calculations are done by a main-frame computer working in

floating-point arithmetic with ample storage capacity the arithmetic

is of secondary concern. But when the calculations are to be

performed in straight binary with strictly limited memory, large

numbers are better avoided.

Consequently, a reappraisal of the area-moment as a feature-vector

for pattern recognition was undertaken, with the primary object

of seeing whether a reduced set of moments could be used, or

whether a simpler method of moment computation could be found.

As a result of this investigation the author proposes that a class

of pseudo-moments, called Binary Moments, could be an acceptable

alternative to Geometric .Moments for pattern recognition.
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Given: line number, x

pulse count from line start, y

black pulse count, n

To Produce: Higher-order products, x2, x3, xy, xy2, xy3, x2y, x2y2, x2y3,
x3y, x3y2f x3y3, y2, y3

Also "area" (n) and moments m- • x.y..^ ' i»J (n=l) xJj
Requires: 2 squaring circuits,

2 cubing circuits, V for product generation

9 multiplying circuits]
16 accumulators, 1 AND gate, for area and moment summing.

BASIC CIRCUIT ("Brute Force" method)

Fig. 1
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Circuits for NQ^ anda a —

'

Fi&. 2.(a.) N a

'Wo
t t f f

r

Co«i—
w X Y z ci

i L i , A 2

we XL V: 'zi=i

T> c 8 A

T0 I% I
Circuit of Squaring Counter.

CL-1

Uses the relation

N(a+l)2=rNa2+2Na+l.
ABCD and WXYZ are

accumulators.

ABCD accumulates Na.

Wi,Xi,Yi 2Na because

of displacement of

upper accumulator

to right.

A

^2 cCn - —

\

J \ I ^ i t,
— 15 ,

1 J \ i ' i
> -- A \

1 I A

0 'o
I

I i

C- O

Cc o

<£
Ci. o

Fig,, 2 (b)

Circuit of Cubing

Counter

Stcuirt

Al-n, Bl-n, are accumulators. The circuit relies on a constant

3rd-order difference of 6 between ha3 and (Na-l)3. (See Table 1.)

A starting pulse (l) must be given to A1 so that the lst-order diff¬

erence of 7 is fed to accumulator C on the second pulse. (Ref. (4))
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f-jh i o 1

Tab- i ; of Cubes

IMa 1 2 3 4 5

NaS
1st- ord « D i f f
2nd-ord* Diff
3rd-and. Diff

1 3 27 54 125
7 19 37 51

(6) 12 13 24 30
5 5 b 5

Accumu)s tor

Contents
IMa

Start 1 2 3 4

A
B
r\

5 12 13 24 30
Q 5 13 36 5 0
0 1 3 27 54
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3.2 Binary Moments

The general Binary Moment, b^ ^ of an elemental area, a, in

the 'x,th column and 'y'^1 row of the pattern matrix is

defined as

b = a X 2(mx + ny)
m,n

where 'a' takes the binary value 1 or 0 and 'm' and 'n' are

integers denoting the order of the moment in the x-and y-

directions, respectively.

The total Binary Moment of a pattern contained by the matrix

is then Bm,n = a x p^1112" +
(M°

As for the calculation of Geometric Moments, the elemental

Binary Moments may be computed separately and combined by

successive addition into an accumulator or adder circuit. (in the

accumulator the value of either Moment is stored as a binary

number). With Geometric Moments the binary number is simply the

machine-code representation of the (decimal) result of the moments

evaluation - an anonymous string of digits bearing only an indirect

relationship to the shape of the pdtern from which it was derived.
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While the string of digits similarly represents the value of

the Binary Moment summation, it has the additional property

(at least up until the final addition) that it retains the

shape of the pattern which it represents, i.e. The Binary

Moment of a complete row or column does not have to he computed -

it is simply the pattern itself copied into the intermediate

shift register.

3.2.1 Generation of Binary Moments

For example, the value of the binary moment of the (x = 4)^
column for the pattern shown will be

b.m. = (26 + 25 + 21) 24 = (64 + 32 + 2)16 = 1568.. = 11000100000o.
(x =4) 1U

It will be observed that this value can be presented to the accumulator

for summing by the simple process of copying the contents of the (24)4*1
column into the shift register and shifting left by the power of x.

18



A similar procedure can "be arranged for computing the "binary-

moments of the rows, but an alternative method involving rotation

of the pattern becomes available by the addition of a micro¬

processor to control the moments generation. This method reduces

the hardware requirements and is described later.

The moment-generation procedure described above illustrates the

generating of 1st order moments, i.e. The value of m in the

function 2(mX + n^) is equal to 1, as is the value of n. Should

it be required to evaluate binary moments of higher order in x

(i.e. m >■ 1), then the horizontal shift after copying into the

shift register is (mx) places.

To take account of variation in n for higher orders in the y -

direction requires that the binary pattern be separated horizontally

in the shift register before the shift for the x-order occurs.

This can be accomplished by copying the bits from the column

register to position 0 of the intermediate shift register singly,

and moving each bit n places to the left (filling in with zeros)

before the next bit is copied. The 8th bit is entered into

position 0, without n-shift. The whole assembled pattern can

then be shifted left (mx) places, as before, and presented to the

accumulator for summation.

In fact it has been found that a quite efficient pattern recognition

procedure can be implemented using only 1st-order binary moments

of the whole pattern together with binary moments of selected parts

of the pattern in a two-step strategy. This depends on the closer

relation between the binary moment value and the shape of the column

or row for which it is evaluated.
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It is obvious that the binary number representing the binary

moment of an elemental strip of the pattern - I will call this

a partial binary moment - contains more information than the

binary number representing the Geometric Moment of the same strip,

because the partial binary moments can be used to recreate the

original pattern, i.e. Prior to the accumulator stage, the

process is reversible.

3.2.2. Digression on Entropy

An interesting parallel may be observed here between pattern

recognition and thermodynamics, in that processes in both areas

are more efficient when they are reversible. In thermodynamics

the degree of precision with which the state of an expanding fluid

may be identified decreases as the irreversible random factors

such as turbulence and eddy currents increase. Similarly in

pattern recognition, processes (such as summing of feature vectors)

which merge individual and identifiable features into an average or

global descriptor value also lead to a loss of precision of information

about the pattern. Both types of processes are characterised by an

increase in system entropy.

The conclusion appears to be that processes which increase entropy,

i.e. obscure the details of the available information about the

system parameters, should be avoided where possible.

It can also be shown that, in thermodynamics, a mixing process

(even of the same substance), with different initial states of the

mixed substance, results in an increase in total system entropy,

It was with the object of avoiding such "mixing" losses that the

idea of using partial binary moments was conceived.

20



3.2.3. Partial Binary Moments and, the Two-Step Strategy

The partial binary moment of a row or column is the binary number

formed by the digits in that row or column. Despite the simple

way in which it is obtained, it does make a precise contribution

to the total binary moment of the pattern about the base, or the

left-hand edge in the case of a row. It also provides a numerical

value containing detailed information about the distribution of

area in a local area of the pattern.

In precisely the same way as a living, sighted creature first

notices the general position and shape of a pattern, and then

focusses on more intimate details to make a final identification,

a two-step technique of pattern identification could use binary

moments of the whole pattern to loosely identify the broad group

of patterns to which the character belongs, followed by analysis of

sensitive parts of the pattern using partial binary moments. The

initial identification could suggest which partial moments would be

of most value in making a positive identification.

It seems appropriate to use a human-oriented recognition technique

to identify patterns such as letters and numbers which have evolved

for human reading, as distinct from those distorted characters which

have been developed to suit different machine-orientated reading

techniques.

"Sensitive areas" of patterns are those areas which experience shows

to contribute most to the identification of a pattern within a known

group or set of broadly similar patterns.
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Taking for example the set of capital letters of the English

alphabet, the presence of a vertical bar on the left-hand edge

of the character assigns it to the group consisting of

B, D, E, F, H, I, K, L, M, N, P, R,(w), i.e. half of the entire

alphabet. On the other hand, a bar from top to bottom on the

right-hand side characterises the much smaller set H, M, N,(W)

and possibly I. Therefore the right-hand side of the character

is a more useful area in which to seek recognition features.

(This statement is discussed further in section 9*3)

The right-hand side is also the area in which one must concentrate

one's attention to separate B from I) and P from R or Q from 0.

This is one reason for generating binary moments of rows about

the left-hand edge of the matrix - the most significant bits are

those on the right-hand side.

Further, the letters H, M, N (and W, if the 5^7 ASCII versions

of the characters are plotted on the matrix) all have vertical bars

on both right and left-hand edges and 3 elements between. Thus

their total binary moments about the left hand edge are identical

and about the base they are very similar.

Using a recognition system based entirely on total area-moments

would require the evaluation of higher-order moments selected for
i

their suitability to detect bias or slant, e.g. concentration of

area along diagonals, in order to separate these characters.

However, by adopting the two-step strategy the values of total

first-order binary moments ('H' about the left-hand edge and 'V'

about the base) allocate these characters to a region of two-

dimensional space (on an H-V plane).
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Within this region, scrutiny of the partial binary moments of

the 3 central columns about the base leads to immediate

identification. Labelling the partial binary moments about the

base of the 5 columns in order from the left-hand edge as

7^ Vj-, if 72 ^ and 7^>7^, the character is an 'N' ;
if 7_ = 7, = 7, it is an 'H* and if 7_ =' V, and V0 > 7Z, it234 242 3

is an *M'.

Using this procedure the binary moments system can correctly

identify letters from the H, N, W group even when the central bar

is displaced. The identification criteria are the same as a human

reader would use to distinguish between patterns presented in the

same (digital) fashion on a 5 x 7 matrix.

The 1st order binary moments 7 and H of a character other than one

of the above group would lead the identification routine to another

area of the 2-dimensional map, and hence may require to evaluate

different partial binary moments to effect classification within

this other group.

3.2.4. Computer Simulation of Binary Moments Procedure

Taking the upper-case English alphabet as defined by the ASCII

patterns in a 5 x 7 matrix as the character set, the first-order

binary moments H and 7 were calculated about the left-hand edge

and the base respectively. The results are displayed in Table 2.

(The calculation was done on an Apple II microcomputer, programmed

in BASIC. See Table 8.3)

The values of H and 7 were plotted on Graph I. This provides a

vector map of the charater set. If values of 7 and H for a given

trial character are evaluated and plotted as coordinates of a
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point on this graph, the point will be located in the broad

vicinity of a similar sub-group of characters. Exact coincidence

with one of the known letters may occur if the trial character is

entered into the matrix identically with the original known letter,

but the system can correctly identify certain characters even if

badly drawn. (See figure 4)•

Normally once the general area of the vector map has been entered,

the system will resort to scrutinising certain partial moments of

either rows or columns, the particular partial moments used

depending on the region of the vector map in which the point is

found to lie.

A simulation of this system was implemented in BASIC on the Apple II

microcomputer and correctly identified the patterns of Figure 4«

(b, d, e, f and g). At the time of testing, the system had not

been programmed to identify 'A' or to reject characters whose H-V

plot landed in unlikely regions of the vector map.

3.2.5. More on Entropy and the Reversible System

Pursuing further the parallel between thermodynamic reversibility

and reversibility in pattern recognition processes, it follows that

one improves the efficiency of either process by identifying the

factors which cause irreversibility and eliminating them, or

reducing them as far as possible.

It becomes apparent on reflection that the increase in entropy

arising from summing two binary numbers is caused by interactions

between components of the numbers which are thrown into the same

ranking position and have to amalgamate or, even worse, produce a

"carry" over into the next rank or column.
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e.g. In decimal, the numbers 3300 and 22 do not lose their

original identities when added (=3322), unlike pairs such as

3321 and 45 (=3366) or 3355 and 45 (=3400).

The method of eliminating the inter-digital conflict consists of

ensuring that no two digits are required to occupy the same column.

This can be achieved with binary partial moments by suitable choice

of higher-order moment during the process of moment-generation.

Recall that the higher-order binary moments are generated by the

combination of shifting and "AUD-ing", and it will be seen that

the binary moment bR . (i.e. 2^X + satisfies the condition foro ,1

non-interference between digits. The 5x7 ASCII character-set

occupies five columns of eight bits in the system matrix. This

generates a 40-bit binary moment product (having a slight measure

of redundancy due to the empty row). By adopting the hexadecimal

number system this 40-bit product can be uniquely described by a

10-digit string of hex characters. If required, this string can be

converted into an equivalent decimal number which is the value of the

b0 . binary moment for the complete pattern,o, l

However, while the decimal number does not have directly identifiable

relationship with the pattern, the hex string consists of 5 pairs

of digits which are the partial binary moments, and are clearly

identifiable as the original pattern.

It will be shown (8.3.2.) that an appropriate 10-digit hex string

can be presented to a computer and it will graphically generate the

pattern described by the string. The pattern can in fact be identified

by a human reader by simple inspection of the hex string. Also the

pattern can be altered or manipulated by modifying the hex string

before entry to the computer.



Of course, the method of converting the hex number into a pattern

is defined as part of a reversed pattern-recognition procedure,

and accurate reconstruction of the pattern depends on this constraint

being followed. The word "constraint" is used advisedlyin that it

implies a reduction in thedegrees of freedom of the data in the

system. One could imagine the binary moment bg ^ being generated
by cutting the pattern into narrow vertical strips and pasting them

end to end to form a continuous tape or ribbon. In the same way

one can conceive of a number of gas molecules being moved in single

file through a long extremely fine capillary tube. The physicist

knows that this is a low-entropy system due to the reduction in the

degrees of freedom of the molecules, and if the flow direction is

reversed the order in which the molecules will emerge will predictably

be the reverse of that in which they entered the tube.

The preceeding remarks are not to be taken as implying that any

practical pattern-recognition system needs to be capable of

regenerating the characters from which it has extracted recognition

features, but are merely presented to add weight to the argument

that a system which is basically reversible will cause less corruption

of the data on which it has to base its decision about a given pattern

than a system which is not reversible.

It was feasible to test the reversibility concept in the case of a

small 5x8 matrix, but this was touching the limits of accuracy of

the available calculating equipment (12-digit mantissa) and would not

be usable with larger matrix sizes.
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3.2.6. Character Variations

A pattern-recognition system that is intended to identify members

of a clearly-defined group of patterns, such as alpha-numeric

characters, within the scope of a restricted matrix resolution

should not be so biassed against corruption of the pattern

presented to it that it behaves as a simple masking system and

rejects all but the definitive version of a character. The system

should be versatile enough to accept and identify characters

incorporating a reasonable degree of variation from the perfect

shape. Printed examples of the same character do vary for a

number of reasons, and a system which entered an error routine or

ceased to function every time a character which deviated slightly

from the norm was encountered would prove frustrating and of little

practical value.

It is also an advantage if the recognition system can cope with

distorted patterns, which if presented to a human reader might give

rise to legitimate confusion, and by virtue of its flexible approach

arrive at the same conclusion as the human reader.

The two-step strategy of classifying a pattern by first employing

the binary moments of the entire pattern about the base and about

the left-hand edge to specify a local area of a two-dimensional

vector field and secondly, depending on which local area is identified

(in terms of its boundary coordinates), examining particular partial

binary moments of sensitive areas of the pattern, provides the

flexibility to absorb minor variations of pattern in the first stage

and also the ability to highlight or ignore any abnormality during

the second stage.
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It was found, during the development of the machine-language

algorithm for identifying the letters H, N, M and W that, having

identified the character as one of the stated group in stage one,

the procedure in the second stage consisted of comparing the values

of binary moments of the three central columns of the five-column

pattern. It could happen that a pattern intermediate between

H and N, sayMj was presented to the system. Should the system

reject this pattern, or should it continue to apply its comparisons

and make an identification? It so happened that, at that time,

the program had been written to the point where the microprocessor

identified the pattern as a letter 'N' .

To check whether this was a valid response, a test was conducted

by presenting the pattern in an ambiguous context, e.g. HOT and

"SNOW," to a number of people and asking for their interpretation.

Responses varied, but of the admittedly small sample approximately

60% read the words as "NOT and "SHOW", while the remaining 40%

suggested "MOT" and "SNOW". Some of the latter group gave their

answer after some consideration, but it is interesting that when

it was later suggested that the characters could be read as N for

M and H for N a number of the more cautious group admitted that

these had, in fact, been their "instinctive" interpretations, or

first guess, which they had for various reasons modified before

answering.

The above facts are presented without any claim to being 'fecientific

research" as such. It is simply that the results suggest a

possibility that humans may be more influenced by the first part of

a pattern encountered in the normal direction of scanning than by

the latter part, in cases of ambiguity. (A truly scientific

investigation of this effect would include tests on those who naturally

read from right to left).
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The relevance to the present project is more concerned, with the

order in which the algorithm compares the values of partial

binary moments and on the repertoire of conditional jump tests

available on the particular hardware implementation of the system.

For example, the binary moment procedure has been run on three

different microprocessor/calculator systems - one a 6502 using

BASIC, one a SC/MP using machine code and the third a Casio FX 501P

programmable calculator. Basic offers all combinations of x>= <^<>
the SC/MP offers "Jump if zero, jump if not zero, and jump if

positive, while the Casio tests are restricted to "if x;=-o c/o —- else"

or "ifJC ^ 0 c(o else". Each of these imposes a different

order of testing to achieve the same end result.
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4. Development of the Electronics System

4.1 Initial Discrete - logic Experiments

In parallel with the development of the theory of Section 3,

consideration was given to the practical implementation of the system

procedures in terms of logic circuits. As mentioned previously,

a working appreciation of digital integrated circuit functions was

being acquired by experiment. Initially, simple circuits such as

counters, flip flops and shift registers were constructed from the

basic gates (AKD, NAM and INVERTERS) and their functions studied.

Next, working toward the implementation of the Obermann circuits

for squaring and cubing (Section 3.1.1.), adder and accumulator

circuits were built and tested. Generally these circuits followed

standard text-book diagrams which were merely linked together or

freely adapted. Occasionally an "original" element might be

incorporated to make a circuit work: this simply implies a circuit

idea which the writer developed from existing knowledge as experience

was gained.

Typical of the circuits assembled on breadboard at that stage is the

Adder-Accumulator of Figure 4«1» The circuits were connected on an

'I.C. Patchboard' manufactured by Limrose and using fixed i.e. sockets

and plug-in connecting wires. The patchboard had its own oscillator

which could be switched to give pulses at 2 Hz or at several kHz.

Four manually-operated switches enabled one to input data, and a row

of ten l.e.d's served as output indicators. Most of the circuits

developed throughout this project were assembled initially on this

board before being copied into a more permanent assembly on Veroboards.
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In the circuit of Figure 4«1 the SN7428JN is a 4-bit adder with

fast carry. The unit is not clocked and its output continually

reflects the situation at its inputs, numbers A and B. To

accumulate (i.e. 'store') totals the SN7496N and shift register

SN74164IT (A) are added. (in the interest of brevity the i.e.

numbers will be abbreviated to '96 and M64, etc). The '96

operates as a parallel-in serial-out (PISO) shift register and the

'164 is a SIPO shift register. The actual output of the accumulator

combination is from pins, 4> 5 and 6 of the '164 and is

displayed on 4 l.e.d.'s. The accumulating function is achieved by

returning the previous total to the 'B' input of the adder where

it is combined with a new number 'A' at each subsequent addition.

In practice the accumulator could be operated manually by the following

sequence of switching:-

(i) Clear accumulator by setting switches 'A' to 0 and resetting

'164 (A); Output from adder = '0';

(ii) Enter binary number 'A'; sum = A + 0 at adder output;

(iii) Load (A + 0) into '96 by putting enable (pin 8) to *1'

momentarily;

(iv) Clear input 'A';

(v) Apply 5 pulses to 'clock' inputs of '96 and ' "164 to transfer

the first total (A + 0) into '164 (A) and hence to adder

input 'B'; this completes the first cycle, and the first

accumulated total A^ appears on the output l.e.d.'s.

To continue, enter new number A^ at 'A' and repeat iii, iv and v.

Since it was hoped to make a circuit which would function automatically

at reasonably high speed, the above manual switching sequence would
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not te acceptable and the additional i.c.'s to the right of

Figure Ar.J\ were added to perform the switching sequence

automatically.

Unit '164 (B) and its associated gates and inverters act as a

5-pulse counter triggered by the 'load* switch. After zeroing

initially using the reset switch, each successive addition merely

requires brief closure of the load switch to accumulate the new

entry 'A'.

The circuit as described accommodates 4-bit numbers only, but it

was anticipated that the circuit would simply be repeated with

similar units in parallel to handle larger numbers. Further speed

improvement would be achieved by replacing input switches 'A'

by a shift register loaded and clocked, like the counter by a

•control unit*. It was while the design of a control circuit

which would coordinate the action of the various adders and

multipliers was being considered that the need became apparent for

a more effective operator/machine interface which would allow the

input and output of a complete pattern - 56 bits, instead of just 4-

This led to the design and construction of the Input/Output Module.
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4.2 The Input/Output Module

4.2.1. Specification

(i) The module should incorporate the main pattern matrix of

56 l.e.d.'s and preferably also a matrix buffer so that

the pattern might be continuously displayed or altered

while the moments were being computed.

(ii) It should be capable of either manual input, in parallel

by switches under operator control, or series input

automatically from the control -unit.

(iii) Manually input patterns should be capable of being moved by

the control unit to the computation module by high-speed

serial transmission, to reduce the number of connecting wires.

(iv) A rack or box should be incorporated to house the remainder of

the system conveniently to hand.

(v) The unit should incorporate its own power supply which should

be robust enough to power all of the forseeable needs of the

system.

4.2.2. Construction of Input/Output Module -

A Vero Card Frame was purchased and assembled with some additional

metalwork to incorporate a sloping back-plane to hold the 56-l.e.d.

pattern matrix at a ccnvenient viewing angle. The card frame capacity

is nominally 32 slots, to hold cards 115 x 165 mm at 12.7 mm spacing,

but the power supply occupied the space of ten slots and the cards

were fitted in alternate slots to allow space for i.e. sockets to be

used, leaving approximately 10 card spaces for use.
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The switches used for manual pattern input were two-pole latching

type mounted in seven banks of 8 switches on a horizontal decking

fitted over the card rack. A further row of 8 switches was

provided initially for contingency purposes such as manual clock

pulse input, and selection of manual or automatic pattern input.

The active (switched) line from each switch was taken to a terminal

on one of the 42-way socket strips at the rear of the rack into

which the cards plugged. From corresponding output terminals on

the rear sockets leads were taken to each of the 56 l.e.d.'s of the

main pattern matrix.

The l.e.d.'s in the pattern matrix were mounted by push-fitting into

an array of 7 columns of 8 holes drilled in a piece of tufnol screwed

to the sloping backplane of the card frame superstructure. The

general arrangement can be seen in the photographs of the module.

Space was left on the decking panel and backplane for the subsequent

addition of a keyboard and display for the projected Control Module.

4.2.3. Input/Output Cards

As mentioned above, the cards were to contain the logic elements to

perform the switching between manual (parallel) or automatic (serial)

input to the pattern display, together with the display buffer memory

and the l.e.d. driving circuitry.

Each column of 8 l.e.d.'s required 8 driving lines to the diodes and

8 parallel input lines from the switches to the cards. Each card also

required the power supply connections, serial data input and output

lines and lines carrying clock and reset pulses and signals for

selecting serial or parallel operation.
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Add the necessity of selecting which memory buffer has to be enabled

during serial data transfer and it becomes apparent that each 42-way

card connector allows only two columns of l.e.d.'s to be served by

that card. Thus four cards were needed to support the pattern matrix.

It was also anticipated that to avoid unnecessary duplication the

display buffer memory registers would be used to store the patterns

between the moment-computing and pattern-manipulation processes and

so would have to be randomly accessible by the Control Module. The

possibility of additional memory-select lines being required direct

from the Control Module to each card would need to be borne in mind

when allocating the connector pin usage.

The circuit diagram of the proposed Input/Output Module is shown in

Figure 4-2.

4.2.4. Circuit Description - In/Out Module

This section of the project hardware was assembled to provide convenient

means of data input and output during the development of the other

circuits for data manipulation and moments computation. It was also

to provide a buffer store for the pattern data which was to be operated

upon by the computing circuits.

As shown in Figure 4«2 the in/out circuit centres on the buffer store

which consists of 14 x SN74298 data multiplexer register i.c.'s. Each

•298 has a storage capacity of 4-bits and can select between two

alternative 4-bit input buses, tinder the control of an external A/B

selector switch. Data stored internally in each *298 is presented to

the 4-bit output which connects via 15051 limiting resistors, to the

corresponding 4 l.e.d.'s in the pattern display matrix and also to 4

of the inputs of 1 of 7 x SF74151 Output Data Selectors for serial output.
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The output data may be updated by selecting the appropriate input

using the A/B selector switch and applying a single clock pulse to

all '298s simultaneously. Any data output to the l.e.d.'s in the

pattern matrix is also available to be read by the '151 Output Data

Selectors, if required. The 56 parallel output signals are converted

to a series scan of the pattern matrix by a two-tier system of

addressing the '151 output data selectors.

The 56 outputs are connected to the inputs of 7 of the 8 x '151 i.c.'s

and are 'read' to the outputs of these seven selectors by applying a

3-bit binary code to the selector control inputs. All seven

simultaneous outputs are connected to the inputs of the 8th *151

which is controlled by a second 3-bit code which changes every 8 clock

pulses of the first code. Both address codes are generated by a simple

two-part binary counter, and are therefore synchronised with the system

clock and with each other. Thus 58 clock pulses are required for each

complete series scan of the pattern matrix

Input data may be presented to the storage/display registers either in

parallel from a set of 58 manually operated press-button switches, or

serially -under synchronous clock control into seven SIPO shift registers

(type SN74164) from which the data may be accepted by the '298

multiplexer registers according to the se tting of the A/B selector

switch.

Also shown in the circuit diagram is a transmission error checking

facility which combined the echo of the transmitted character with its

delayed image and only transmitted the next data bit if image and echo

agreed. This circuit was tested and functioned reliably with clock

speed over 3 MHz but was not found necessary in the module as

constructed.
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4.3 The Control/Compute Module

Having constructed the input/output module, with an integral 5V

power supply, facilities for creating, storing and displaying a

visual pattern on an array of l.e.d.'s were now available, and

consideration turned to circuits for generating the binary moments

required for the pattern recognition procedure.

To initiate and coordinate the data-processing involved in the

moments generating, some control signals would be required. The

next identifiable function block in the project system would

therefore be a Control/Computation Module.

4.3*1. Specification of Control/Compute Module (Part 1 - Data Transfer)

Patterns are entered into the system via the I/O module and are

displayed on the l.e.d. matrix. Before generation of the binary

moments begins, the pattern may have to be moved relative to the

edges of the matrix, for normalisation purposes. This could involve

movement of data up/down, left/right and possibly might include rotation

of the entire pattern through 90° in the plane of the matrix.

To achieve these objects the pattern data would be transmitted serially

one column at a time from the matrix registers to the data processing

registers, where the necessary shifting or transposition would be

carried out. The data would then be returned to the I/O module to

display the results of the operation. In order to select the appropriate

registers to receive data and shift/clocking pulses, various control

codes would need to be transmitted with the data along the serial

transmission path. It was proposed to time-multiplex the control code

for each operation with the associated data using the eighth available

register period of the system data-transfer cycle.
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(Only seven registers actually hold the pattern data). The control

code would he accepted only hy the i/O control register in the

control module, since that would he the only one enabled during the

first period of each transfer cycle.

(Note that in the simple transfer procedure proposed, all data/codes

are applied simultaneously to all receiving registers, but only one

register is enabled to receive data at any instant. The particular

register to be enabled depends on the state of the clock pulse counter

and the enable signal to the control code register).

As envisaged, the moment-generating would be carried out in a group

of 7 x 74198 shift registers (one for each column of the matrix).

The pattern data would require 8 clock pulses to serially move the

contents of one column of the matrix register to the corresponding

register in the compute module - these 8 pulses being applied

simultaneously to the register transmitting the data in the i/O

module and that receiving the data in the compute module, but not to

any other registers at that instant.

The main system clock pulse generator is already supplying clock

pulses to the i/O module, where this basic frequency is applied to

an octal counter to produce the 3-bit 1 of 8 selector code used

to "read" the 74151 multiplexers. These are clock signals A,B & C,

signal A being at the basic clock frequency and therefore the least

significant bit in the selector code. In the i/O module, signals

A, B and C are used to select individual bits in the columns at

"read" time. To select a particular column, the C-signal is applied

to a second octal counter to produce signals D, E, F which control

the higher-order 74151 multiplexer whose output forms the serial

data stream.



The same clock signals A to F are required simultaneously in the

compute module. However, as the distance between the I/O and

computing modules was not at that time kiown, it was proposed to

send only signals A, B & C from the I/O to the compute module in

order to reduce the number of connecting lines. These signals,

together with the earth, data and system clear lines, allowed a

synchronised data transfer using only 6-core cable. (Circuit

diagram 'B', Figure 4-4)

An eighth register (74164» serial in, parallel out type) would

receive the 8-bit control-codes for the data-processing operations.

These codes would be transmitted after the data stream, as stated

previously.

Block diagrams of the proposed module are shown on the following

pages. Circuit A, Figure 4*3 was discarded for reasons indicated.
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4.3-2. Compute Module Circuit Diagrams
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Figure 4«3 Data Transfer Circuit (A)

This version of the control/data input transfer circuit was initially-

proposed but was revised, because of problems associated with loading

the 7496 Control-Code Register. The register had to be cleared then

loaded in parallel from the control switches by an input clock pulse

and also enabled for serial clock-out before the machine cycle of

64 clock pulses commenced. This was difficult to do from one "clear"

pulse.
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Separate circuitry for clearing, loading and starting the machine

cycle was considered. One circuit could have been based on

sequential operation using a 74164 shift register to generate a

chain of pulses. However, the circuit envisaged used more I.C.'s

than necessary, and a simpler, less critical circuit (Circuit B)

was developed from the above idea.

The circuit (A) used the Control Register Enable pulse from the I/O

module for synchronisation by inhibiting the counting units (7493s)

from generating the BEE selector code pulses until the control code

period was over.
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As the diagram shows, circuit B permits a greater number of control

codes (8 bits instead of 5)« The control code input is simpler,

being read serially at transmission time instead of having to be

previously loaded in parallel into the * 96 shift register.

Synchronisation is achieved by using the main system reset line to

clear the *93 counter which generates the DEF register select code.

Under code DEF, the '155 en ables each one of the 8 clocked gates

in turn to select the register to receive the data.

Circuits A and B are concerned with the transfer of data from the

i/O module to the compute module. The return of data to the I/O

module was considered later.
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4-3-3- Clock and Data Verification Circuit, With Error Interrupt

Since the I/O and Computing modules were being viewed as two separate

units at the time when the circuits were being developed, with possible

separation over an unknown distance, the provision of some form of

signal verification was considered, particularly in respect of the

clock and data transmission lines.

Without feeling the need to extend to parity encoding and decoding,

yet with the aim of at least verifying that the data transmitted had

actually reached the other module, and aborting transmission when

confirmation ceased, the following circuit was devised.

Clock v 11 a point are of opposite value, the XOR
Ecko X- J- -L -L£c^°

Provided the data output signal on

To accept parallel input the 7496

pin 'b* and its echo from the distant

low and its Enable input high.

shift register clear input must be

gate will hold the enable high. A

reset-low pulse on the clear pin will

enable clock and data pulses to start

transmission. Both clock and data

signals are inverted before being

echoed

Should either transmission or echo line

Fig.4.5 Data Verification Circuit be broken the loading requirements are

With Error Interrupt- not met and the transmission ceases
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By taking the clock pulses for the local circuits also from the

clock output, pin a, clocking of the transmitting registers also

ceases thus preventing loss of synchronisation upon resumption of

transmission.

The circuit was built on the breadboard and functioned reliably at

clock speeds over 3 MHz, despite deterioration of the clock pulse

shape to almost triangular profile.

(As development continued, the separation between the I/O and

Computing modules was such that the circuit was not necessary, and

it was not incorporated into the final system).

4.3«4* System Concept Review

The current view, in October, 1975» of "the system being developed,

in broad terms, was that it would comprise:

(i) the Input/Output module, for input of patterns and display

of results.

(ii) the Control/Computing module for generation of moments as

feature vectors for identification of input patterns.

(iii) a Classifier, for interpreting the derived moment-vectors to

make the actual pattern identification and return the decision

to the Input/Output module for display.

Within this concept, the next section to be designed was the Control/

Compute section.
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4.3.5. Control Code Functions

Circuits had now been developed to allow input and storage of data

and for the transfer of the data to the registers in which the

moments-generation would take place. A system of control signals

or codes was next required to enable registers and to gate clock

pulses to control the data movements during computation.

A list of functions likely to be required was drawn up. It included:

1. To enable appropriate registers for reception of data from I/O

module:- requires slave clock pulses and distribution signal

codes. (Already provided by data-transfer hardware).

2. To control data movement during pattern-shift operations, e.g.

shift entire pattern up/down, left/right, or rotate pattern 90° s-

requires gating to enable single-register clocking or all-register

simultaneous clocking - perhaps also loading and clocking of a

cross-register for shearing or skewing a pattern.

3. To control transmission of data back to I/O module:- requires

clocking and multiplexing.

4. To interpret computing instructions from keyboard and provide the

necessary control signals (d.c. and pulse):- possible requirement

for instruction storage (patchboard or PROM) so that instructions

are not lost on switch-off. (Beginnings of awareness of soft-ware

requirement).

5. Either store results of computations or transmit them to I/O display.

(No clear-cut distinction between moment-generation and classification

function apparent yet.i.e. Does this section also control the

Classifier?)
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5. Contd/

Consider a parallel results/display transmission system locally

on computing module - What type of display, binary or decimal?

The data transfer circuit (version B) has an 8-bit control-code
Q

capacity. This should be capable of providing 2 = 256 control

instructions, if these are single-byte commands. However, some

control operations may require more than 8 simultaneous gating

signals.

The following circuits were proposed for the computing section of

the Compute/Control module (Figure 4«6 and Figure 4«7)

Referring to Figure 4«6, Control Module A circuit is based on

serial data multiplexed with control code, clocked from the keyboard

in "machine cycles" of fixed length.

Three of the eight control code-word bits are used to specify the

number of clock pulses to be used, and the remaining five bits act

as a control code.

By comparison, the circuit of Control Module B, (Figure 4^7)>

incorporates variable-length machine cycles with clock pulses sent

from the control module as required. The control module will act

on the code-word which simply specifies the function to be executed.

The control module will fetch and transmit data from and to the i/O

or compute module, as required. Variable length clock sequences will

be specified for each function by patchboard (or PROM) micro-programmes.
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It will be endeavoured, to arrange for the control module to transmit

a "Ready" signal to the I/O module on completion of each command,

this enabling the next control code-word to be transmitted from the

I/O module.

4.3«6. Control Module Circuits

Circuit A was a simple arrangement to explore the possibilities

available within the restriction of an 8-bit control codeword sent

from the I/O module in "machine cycles" of fixed length, using the

previously described system of control code/data transmission.

Unfortunately, of the 8 bits, 3 bits of control code were used to

define the number of clock pulses required for the operation specified,

e.g. One or two clock pulses to all data registers simultaneously for

a complete pattern movement, or a number of clock pulses to the cross-

register for pattern slewing.

In this system, only basic clock frequency (A-pulses) were transmitted

from the I/O module, and the B, C and D, E, P pulses were generated by

division on the Compute Module board. The comparator allowed clock

pulses A, B and C to be generated locally until the pulse count agreed

with the x, y, z control code. Clocking was then inhibited and control

was returned to the keyboard. The remaining 5 bits of the control code

could be used to enable various registers to receive the clock pulses.

Experience with this circuit showed that a multiplexed control/data

system operated from the I/O module with fixed-length "machine cycles"

had several disadvantages:
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(i) Not all control signals could be sent in an 8-bit space in

each cycle;

(ii) Not all cycles would require 56 bits of data to be transmitted;

(iii) Some simple shift operations (in Compute Module) require no

data to be sent, but need quite complex control signals to

condition the registers correctly.

These considerations suggested that more of the control function (i.e.

the routine sequence of operations which were automatically required,

once the particular command had been specified) might be delegated

to the Compute module.

For example, a pulse could be sent to the Compute module to signify

that a command code had been entered at the keyboard. The Control circuit

section of the Compute module would then initiate pulses to clock the

instruction code into the control-code register (possibly 16-bits).

This would be followed by further clocking to fetch register-enable

and data-gating signals from a Rom in the Compute/Control module, as

required by the main instruction.

When the necessary signal paths had been established and the appropriate

registers enabled, then the control module would execute the instruction

by generating the necessary data-clock pulses. These would be counted

and compared with the clock-count specified by the instruction code

obtained from the ROM, to determine when the instruction was complete.

Further clocking would then be inhibited and a signal sent to the i/O

module to signify "instruction complete". This signal could also be

used to enable the regis ter from which notification of the next command

was to be sent, (if the next command had already been entered at the

keyboard, it would automatically be transmitted on receipt of the

"instruction complete" signal, which is then acting as a"ready state" flag).



By incorporating a PROM in the control unit it would "be possible

to carry out sequential operations, such as required for ROTATE, by

arranging the microprograms with their addresses in sequence in the

PROM, and simply incrementing the "control-fetch" code (i.e. PROM

address) by one on receipt of each "ready" signal.

Without greatly increasing the complexity of the modified system

(Control Module, Circuit B) it was anticipated that it should be

capable of generating binary moments, including product moments about

both axes, automatically upon command.

Work was then commenced on the job of specifying, in detail, the

necessary pin connections and control codes to provide a working

circuit diagram for the Control Unit.

Frequently as the project developed an appraisal of the aims and of the

means adopted to achieve these ends would be carried out. About this

stage, during one of these appraisals, the similarity between the control

system organisation and that of the emerging micro-processor devices

became apparent. The question arose whether there was much merit in

continuing to develop in discrete logic a control system for which the

hardware could now be purchased in one l.s.i. chip, leaving only the

controlling program to be developed. It was decided to investigate the

possible use of a micro-processor for the Control/Compute function of

the system.
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5. Micro-Processor Evaluation

At this stage, with the Input/Output circuits built and tested on

a breadboard and their subsequent incorporation into the actual

module well advanced, the emphasis of activity was redirected towards

reading any published information that could be found dealing with

microprocessors. The object was to assess the devices as possible

control and compute processing units in the pattern recognition

system.

If used, a microprocessor would be expected to:-

(i) be compatible electrically with the TTL discrete - logic

circuits already developed.

(ii) accept control signals from the i/O keyboard to initiate data

transfer from the pattern matrix to the processing register;

(iii) control the computing, or generation, of the binary moments,

and possibly of geometric moments, as pattern-recognition

feature vectors;

(iv) if necessary, move or rotate entire patterns with respect to

the matrix axes, and retransmit the data to the matrix display

registers on completion of the move;

(v) offer the possibility of making an identification of the character

represented by an input pattern, and of displaying the result of

its identification;

(vi) have serial input/output facilities as an alternative to parallel

input/ output for data.

From the rather sketchy data available (May 1976) the choice appeared

to lie between the Intel 8080, the Motorola 6800, the national

Semiconductor SC/MP, and the Fairchild F8.
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Other microprocessors were being developed and were described in

the literature, but the above-mentioned were apparently available

for purchase, either separately, or incorporated in development kits

or evaluation modules.

The Motorola M6800 had the advantages of being an 8-bit device using

only a single 5V supply and was TTL-compatible. It had a number of

peripherals such as 128 x 8 RAM and an asynchronous i/O port (UART)

as members of its "family", but it needed a separate crystal-controlled

oscillator for timing control.

The Fairchild contained 64" scratch-pad" memories but required

peripheral chips to complete a working system.

The National SC/MP was one of the cheaper microprocessors. It used

a 12-volt supply and required an external timing crystal, but had

serial i/O capability on the chip and could function without other

in/out peripherals. It was also available in an introductory evaluation

kit package, known as the "Introkit", which was designed to allow students

and design engineers to assess the microprocessor and learn how to use it

in simple applications.

It was decided to purchase an "Introkit" package in order to carry out

some experimental assessment of the SC/MP device and to determine whether

it could be incorporated in the project as the Compute/Control processor

described previously.
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5.1 The National SC/MP Micro-processor

The Introkit package contained the SC/MP microprocessor with 256

bytes of RAM and 512 bytes of ROM containing a monitor/ Teletype

interface program on a small printed-circuit board, together with

a few discrete-logic gates for buffering and protection. There were

two manuals and a data sheet, but no power pack or connecting cables.

One of the manuals, the "Introkit User's Manual", described the

experimental board layout and the functions of the various components

and also gave instructions for connecting the Introkit to a Teletype

terminal, which was the intended means by which the user could

communicate with the system. The other manual, the "Programming and

Assembler Manual", being of less immediate use, was put aside until the

more pressing business of gaining access to the system had been

accomplished

Access was gained to a temporarily unused Teletype terminal at

Kirkcaldy College of Technology, but this unit was a different model

from that for which data was available and it had also been previously

modified or repaired with the effect that some of the numbers identifying

the tag-points for external connections were obscured or missing.

With the aid of connection diagrams supplied in the "Introkit" User's

Manual" attempts were made to operate the SC/MP system using the Teletype

terminal without sucess. Since no information could be obtained relating

to that model of teletype, and since its continued availability was not

assured, it seemed appropriate to consider a non-Teletype approach to

communicating with the SC/MP microprocessor.
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5.1.1. SC/KP INTROKIT Interface Requirements

Basically the SC/MP is an 8-bit microprocessor with one accumulator

three pointer registers, program counter, status register and an

extension register which functions mainly as a serial input/output

register. There are three user-accessible output flags and two-

sense inputs, but only 12 bits of the 16-bit address capability are

provided on the address bus - the remaining 4 hits are multiplexed

onto the data bus at address time. This makes the device more suited

to serial in/out than parallel operation, and probably accounts for

the choice of a Teletype interface for the Introkit module.

The Introkit system intelligence is contained in the "Kitbug" ROM

supplied with the module. It is configured to expect serial ASCII

code at 110 baud. The system does not, surprisingly, use the extension

register for the Teletype interface, but instead sends output via one of

the flag outputs and receives data by testing one of the sense inputs,

both connections being suitably buffered to accommodate a 20 mA current

loop.

Basically, a Teletype-writer transmits groups of pulses in serial form,

with a different 7 bit code group for each character prefaced by one

start bit (space) and a minimum of 1-Jf stop bits (mark). An eighth bit

is often included as a parity bit which may be used for error detection.

The SC/MP system did not appear to make use of the parity bit.

After powering up the SC/MP INTROKIT module the user resets the system

by grounding one of the connection posts. This causes the SC/HP to

initialise certain internal registers to predetermined states and then

to send a hypen character (-) to the Teletype as a command-prompt.
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The system then waits for the user to respond with one of the three

letters T, M or G, followed by a 3 or 4-digit hex number that represents

a memory address. If any other character, or a space, is input the

KI'TBDG monitor prints a question mark followed by another prompt.

By connecting an oscilloscope to display the signal at the output -

to - teletype connection, and then pressing the reset button, it was

possible to adjust the scope time base to show the first character

output as a series of high or low signal levels. By counting the

pulses the character could be identified. Naturally, one always

obtained the same sequence - "0D" for the carriage return preceeding

the hyphen prompt.

5-1.2. Pseudo Teletype Receiver

Persevering in the attempt to use the provided serial mode of

communication with the Introkit system, a Pseudo Teletype receiver

was made to the circuit of Figure 5-1
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Essentially, this circuit enables output in single characters from

the SC/MP serial 'Output port, and displays the character on ten l.e.d. s

connected to the serial input register of the receiver.

Output of a character is enabled by pressing the circuit reset switch

which clears the J-K flip-flop and prepares the serial register for

input. The Q, output of the J-K flip-flop is set to 1 by the arrival

of the start bit of the new character, which was initiated by the 'CONT1

control on the SC/MP being enabled by the clearing of the 8-pulse counter

at the time the circuit was reset. When the J-K Q-output goes to 1 it'

enables the 110 Hz clock pulses to pass via the AND gate to the shift

register. After 8 clock pulses have clocked the counter, its MSB goes

to 1 and the inverter output simultaneously inhibits the AND gate and the

SC/MP 1CONT' input. By reference to the LEDs and an ASCII code table

the character could be interpreted.

The circuit was only moderately successful. Its best run correctly

received 17 successive characters before losing synchronism. (The

oscillator was not quartz controlled). But its main disadvantage was not

that it was unreliable - that could have been easily cured: it was the lack

of any input facility which inhibited further development.

After some consideration it was decided to discontinue attempts to

communicate serially with the SC/MP and to discard the INTROKIT ROM in

favour of direct parallel access via the data bus, even although this

meant writing a new monitor program in machine code.
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5•2 SC/MP Input/Chrput investigation

Although capable of addressing a 64K memory space, the SC/MP

microprocessor is provided with only 12 bits of dedicated address

output , the four higher-order bits being multiplexed with the 8-bit

data bus. This is no disadvantage in systems that do not require more

than 4K of memory, but requires latching arrangements (not provided

with the INTROMIT package) if used in larger systems.

As stated previously the memory on the Introkit board consisted of

512 bytes of monitor ROM and 256 bytes of RAM, of which Kitbug used

20 bytes to store operating data, register image, etc. Hence the

existing system did not require the upper four address bits. In fact,

only 9 address pins were directly used for specifying memory locations

(512 byte capacity) one was used as an address decoder to distinguish

between ROM and RAM and the remaining two were not connected. This

meant that any given location could be accessed by several different

address codes.

Three 16-bit "pointer registers" are incorporated in the SC/MP for use

in indexed addressing modes, as stack pointer and in subroutine jumps.

Since the maximum SC/MP instruction length is two bytes, the SC/MP

programmer can only access memory locations, for reading or writing,

by using an 8-bit offset in conjunction with one of the pointer

registers. Thus the addressing range with a two-byte instruction is

+127 locations from the printer register address. Six bytes of

program were required to change the pointer address, if the page boundary

was crossed. Eight bytes were required for a Jump to a new subroutine

(i.e. one for which the address in the subroutine pointer had to be

changed).
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Later these requirements were found to he severely restrictive as a

result of the limited memory provision.

To communicate with the SC/MP without using the teletype interface

meant discarding the Kitbug Rom. Since this contained the memory

inspection and modification routines, it followed that input would

require to be via toggle switches and output via l.e.d.'s. Further,

the SC/MP would have to be halted for each data/instruction input,

and communication would have to be in Hexadecimal machine code.

Initially, simple investigative programs and routines could be tried

out using RAM storage only, but for meaningful program development

a need was envisaged for more permanent storage.

It should be pointed out that the writer did not at this time have

access to any keyboard, VDU or printer equipment. Investigations

were conducted, breadboard fashion, using the Limrose I.C. Patchboard.

To assist in program development, a ROM Simulator (RAM powered by

re-chargeable batteries) manufactured by STAG, was made available.

This unit, with its ability to be programmed by a hex keypad and

having seven-segment l.e.d. chacter output (2 hex digits), was a great

improvement in terms of input/output facility. The output could be

observed by switching to "READ" mode during single-step operation of

the microprocessor. Capacity was 512 bytes of "ROM".

5-2.1. The First Working Interface

The SC/MP Technical Description manual gives details of a circuit

to implement Single Cycle/Single Instruction Control.
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A simplified adaption of the circuit,

as shown alongside, enabled the SC/MP

to be stepped manually through successive

Fetch/Store operations with data on the

Data-bus at each halt.

The single 7472 flip-flop received

the NADS (address strobe) signal when the

SC/MP was putting out a memory address.

This cleared the Q, output and the low

signal activated the "hold" input to

SC/MP pin 6.

COMT
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When the Data-bus had been read (initially, one bit at a time, using

a Voltmeter) the manual CLK input (to pin 12) set the Q, output to

'high* which released the hold and allowed execution of the program

to the next address strobe output.

A duplicate ROM socket was installed in spare space provided on the

Introkit board and wired in parallel with the original Kitbug socket.

The Kitbug ROM was removed. Simple programs could now be entered into

the ROM Simulator which occupied the new ROM socket. It was then

discovered that in the "hold" state the signals on the data bus were

decoded and presented in hex on the two seven-segment l.e.d. displays

of theStag Programmer for the ROM Simulator.

This provided a temporary parallel in/out system with which simple

exercises in machine code programming could be undertaken. E.g. Programs

for entering hex or decimal numbers and displaying their sum or difference

were written and tried out.
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Multiplication routines and double precision arithmetic were

developed. In this way, familiarity with the SC/MP machine code

and architecture was gained.

Attention was then turned to re-appraising the Serial l/O of the

SC/MP to prepare for its incorporation into the serially-orientated

pattern recognition system.

5.2.2. Serial Hex In/Out, Subroutine♦

As a component in the overall pattern recognition system, the

microprocessor would receive data (binary pattern elements) transmitted

in serial mode from the matrix registers. It seemed appropriate to try

to use the serial input/output facility which was one of the features

of the SC/MP which influenced its choice for the project.

The serial transmission or reception of binary data is achieved in

the SC/MP via special SIN and SORT pins connected internally to a shift

register, called the Extension Register. Data is exchanged between the

Accumulator and the Extension registers, and then the SIO (serial in/out)

instruction simultaneously moves a data bit from one end of the extension

register to the S-out pin whilst accepting one input data bit from the

S-in pin at the other end. One of the flag outputs can be used to

supply clock pulses to trigger the external receiving/transmitting devices.

Such a circuit was constructed on the Limrose patchboard using two 7496

5-bit shift registers for serial-in/parallel-out coupled to 10 l.e.d.'s

for data output from the SC/MP and via parallel-in/serial-out mode from

switches for data input. Clocking was via the P/ flag, and program was

held in the Stag Simulator. The 10 l.e.d.'s were later replaced by two

7-segment binary-input hex displays for easier output interpretation.
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A listing of the serial output program "SORTS", which is also

effective for serial input, is given in Table 5-1 This became the

basis for a subroutine "SIO" in later programs.

"S0UT3" assumes that the data to be output is already in the Extension

Register. F0 is the external clock output.

The SC/MP Serial Interface Program following, (Table 5«2.J.) was

developed as a replacement for the KHTBUG monitor and permitted communication

with the SC/MP without using ASC11 code or Teletype interface. The

intention was to develop a more extensive program in the ROM Simulator

and then transfer it to an EPROM. (Section 5«2.3«)

At this time it also became obvious that a faster method of inputting

data than by throwing individual bit-switches was required for program

development, so a Hex Switch Logic circuit was designed and built,

(Section 5«2.4»)«

5.2.3. Serial I/O Program for SCMP

This program evolved as a means of entering and monitoring the system

program to be developed for pattern data manipulation using the SCMP

microprocessor. The I/O program allowed instructions and data, in

hex bytes, to be entered to or output from RAM directly in machine

language.

After initialisation of PC and pointer registers, the program causes

a "Command Prompt" to be displayed. The SCMP then enters a "wait" state

until a command signal is entered. Instructions are first, set-up in the

input shift register(s) and are then read serially into the SCMP

extension register upon the "enter" switch being closed.
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Text T 5.1

Listing* of SC/MP 3er)Al Out Subroutine

Sutr Sour 3" (Starts at cxdd-Hics 0081 Hex)
ArlrT M/C Code MME ■REMARKS

OOO 6~> C40 0

3*7

LD1

XPAH

LD 1 kXuiw\^ to Su-Lir
33 XtAL

3 F XPPC

O CD 8 1 C4- op LI))
\

35 XP/4-f V Set Pi to Counter

C4 F9 Lt> 1 add/"ess
3 1 XPAL y

C4 08 LD i

OOSA 09 00 ST j Load Goutwvter

Loojb: C400 LSI

07 CAS S-efc p<A Low
19 S!0 Bit to Souct

C 40 1 LD/ S et" F^ 110^ U
07 CAS y

B^OO OLD B-ecLxe^ewt Ct r

9302 3Z ExSt* Mr % LSfc: cLokC
90 F3 JMP tooji Ye^-eat

K/ext: 3F XPPc
1

RetrtFvx
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SC/jHP jar i a . Iv'Tar face I
LABELS ADDR CODE MNEM

5.2.3(0

START 0000

0 0 O 4

000 a

READY OOOci

Li 0010

(Sb~1 ) 0015

001 c

0026

002 f

0033

0040

004"

08
c 4 0 2
3 6

c 4ea
-.2s .vL

c 4 0 2
3'5
c 4 f 3
31
c402
07
06
d420
98 fb
c400
37
c 44 f
33
3f
40
e40c
9c 04
c 4 a 4
33
3f
40
e 4 0 d
9c 04
c46i
33
3 f
40
840 f
9c 04
c4cd
w w

3f
40
8 4 0 a

9c 04
c 4 e 4
33
3f
40
e40b
9c 04
c 4 ( )
"?7

of
c 4 f 1
33
3 f

NOP
LDI
XP AH
LDI
XPAL
LDI
XPAI-i
LDI
XPAL
LDI
CAS
CSA
AN I
JZ
LDI
XPAH
LDI
XPAL
XP PC
LDE
XRI
JNZ
LDI
XPAL
XPPC
LDE
XRI
JNZ
LDI
XPAL
XPPC
LDE
XRI
JNZ
LDI
XPAL
XPPC
LDE
XRI
JNZ
LDI
XPAL
XPPC
LDE
XRI
JNZ
LDI
XPAL
XPPC
LDI
XPAL
XPPC

Loads star; kb ase 02sa in P2

Loads 02f3 as Pi-addr

S e 1." F1C0 H m a n d P R 0 m p t

Wail" Loop., check Sb
■i; o L1

J u. (ii p i o s u b r ' S10 ' - G EL T C 0 M

Test for STO

JHP to STO

Test for DISP

JHP to DISP

Test for FET

Jump to FELT

Test for GTO

Jump to GTO

Test for SPARE

( A d d r e s s no t a L L o c a t e d >
Jump to SPARE

Jump to ELRR0R
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(subr)
? t>

(subr)

(Sb=l)

$-2. 3 00
0303 NOP
OS NOP

0050 c40S LDI 'Count' = 3
c 3 0 0 370 Load 'count'"
c40 0 LD I
07 CAS Se t flags Ioui
13 310

0053 c40 1 LD I
07 CAS Set FO high - clocks i/o reg
bSOO DLD Dec't ' coun t'
3302 JZ
30 f 3 JMP- to L2
3 f XPPC Ret 'n; data in Ext'n or i/o reg

0062 cef f ST@ Save acc on stack
01 XAE
c400 LD I
37 XPAH
c44 f LD I
33 XPAL
3f XPPC JMP to 'SIO-

005c c405 LD I
07 CAS St robe diso I a v

c400 LD I
07 CAS
c6 0 1 LD® Restore acc

9037 JMP
0076 c40 4 LD I

07 CAS Addr Promot <F2)
c400 LD I
w / XPAH
cef f ST0 Exch ret 'n addr for SlO-addr;
c44f LD I

0030 33 XPAL
cef f ST® Save ret'n addr on stack
06 CSA
d420 AN I Wait tooo; check Sb
93 fb JZ

0033 3 f XPPC JSE; ret'n with addr-h in Ext
01 XAE
c90 1 ST Addr-h in Pl+1
c404 LD I
07 CAS Prompt (F2)

003 f c40 0 LD I
37 XPAH
c44 f LD I ' Prepare JSR to 310
33 XPAL

0035 06 CSA
d420 AN I Wait loop; check Sb
9Sf b JZ
3f XPPC JSR SIO; addr-1 into Ext
01 XAE
c302 ST Addr- 1 in P1+2

009s c 6 0 1 LD@
33 XPAL
cSOl LD®
37 XPAH

00a 4 3f XPPC Ret'n to calling routine
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:TQ 0035

FET

GTO

ERROR

0 0 a i

(5a = l) 0 0 b 9

(5b=1) OObd

OOce

0 0 d b

oo=;

0 0 e c

00 f 9

5.2.3 (HO.

0102

oou LDI
37 XPAH
p -i75 LDI JSR ADFET; ret'n with addr-
33 XPAL P1 + 1 ana addr- ! 0w in ? 1 + 2
3 f XPPC
c40S LDI DatPro; Fl and F2
07 CAS
05 CSA
d430 AN I Wait !ocd; check S.b on Sa
93f b JZ
05 CSA
d41 0 AN I Check Ss
930^ JZ
c40c LDI
33 XPAL JMP to READY
3 f XPPC
c44 f LD I
33 XPAL JSR '3IG-
3f XPPC
c 1 0 1 LD
37 XPAH
c 1 02 LD Se t F3 to 'addr'
33 XPAL
40 LDE Get data
cbOO ST STO data
a902 I LD Increment STC-addr
9 Ode J MP to 'DATFRO'
c400
37
c475 JSP "ADFET'
33
3f
c 1 0 1 LDI
37 XPAH
c 1 02 LDI Set P3 to 'addr'
33 XPAL
c3 0 0 LD f r0m P 3 - a d d r

01 XAE Save data in Ext
c40 0 LD
07 XPAH
c 4 0 c LD JMP to 'READY"
33 XPAL
3f XPPC
c40 0
37
c475 JSP 'ADFET'
33
3f
c 1 0 1 LD
37 XPAH
c 1 02 LD Set P3 tO 'addr'
33 XPAL
3f XPPC Go tc 'addr'
05 CSA
e402 XPI Change Fl
07 CAS
c4f f LDI
8f f f DLY De ! a y
3f f f DLY
06 CSA
d41 0 AN I Check Sa *

93 f 1 JZ to ERROR; flash Fl
90da J MP to READY (via FET).
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When the command, has been read in, the program masks it with the

internal repertiore of commands, each in turn. If a valid match

of command signal and internal command symbol is achieved, there is

a jump to a subroutine in which the SCMP prompts for and reads in

address/data signals, as appropriate. If no valid command match is

achieved the program displays a flashing "error" signal.

The initial list of commands available, in this program, is:-

STO stores data in specified location;

DISP displays byte in ACC. (Output in serial form, with

external register clock pulses);

FET retrieves byte from specified location in RAM;

GTO moves PC to any specified location in memory;

SPARE one uncommitted symbol.

Sex Codes for Commands:

OA GTO ; OB SPARE ; OC STO;

OD DISP OF FET

Certain programming difficulties were caused by the single-level

interrupt and the small number of available pointer registers.

(P^ is used as stack pointer and P^ as subroutine pointer leaving
only P^ as general pointer - cum address holder. Addresses require
16-bit registers for pointer-relative moves). This disadvantage of the

SC/MP is raised again in Section 5*2.5.

5.2.4. Hexadecimal Switch Logic

The circuit shown in Figure 5*2 generates hex code corresponding to a

keyboard button pressure. The circuit as developed uses two 74151

multiplexer, because they were to hand, but one 74150 16 to 1 line
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HeyCodeOutput.
■i

Fig5.2

HexadecimalSwitchLogic.



multiplexer could be used, giving some circuit simplification.

With no key depressed all of the data inputs to the 74151s

(i.e. 0-7 and 8-F) are high, making the Y outputs low. This makes

the output of the right-hand NAM) high which enables the left-hand

NAM to pass the clock pulses, which are applied at approximately

150 kHz to the 7495 binary counter. The counter continually increments

its 4-t>it output to both 74151s, the lower bits A, B and G being

applied to the input-select control pins and the most significant

bit, D, being used as an active low strobe. Hence the inverter to

enable the right-hand '151 when the counter output exceeds 7«

When a key is pressed, the corresponding data input to one of the

74151s goes low. The 7495 continues to count until its output code

selects the low input data, when the Y output of that '151 will go

high. This turns off the output of the right-hand NAM, so preventing

transmission of the CIK pulses to the counter. The total delay from the

edge of the clock pulse till the clock inhibit is active is 10 + 10 + 70

+ 10 + 8 + 10 = 118 nS, while the clock pulse period is 7 so the

switch response is fast enough for the clock speed to be increased

appreciably, if necessary. The counter output is held at the depressed

button code, until the button is released.

Additional logic was added to clock the hex code alternately into the

high and low nibble of an 8-bit word-selector for input to the system

data bus. (See CPU/Keyboard Interface Circuit, Figure 5«5)
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5.2.5. Appraisal of Serial i/O for SC/MP Monitor Development

It was now obvious that the use of a SC/MP MPU with serial input/

output as a means of developing software had severe limitations,

especially when combined with a small total memory capacity.

Disadvantages:

1. Single level of interrupt, which uses one of two sense inputs,

and ties up the subroutine pointer (?3) for use with the IRQ

service routine.

2. As mentioned previously, this leaves only P1 and P2 as address

pointers, and P2 is used for stack control.

3. Using a "sense" input for software-controlled i/O, (e.g. as a

"data available " or "ENTER" Key) imposed the need to distinguish

between commands, addresses or data - or to strictly adhere to a

set sequence of input for the different types of signals. Also,

the sense and sense inputs were part of the human/machineA ±5

interface when prompts and wait-loops were used for input, which

meant the interrupt request input (Sense A) was not available to

clear errors, for example, caused by incorrect addresses or data

inputs noticed subsequently.

4. In serial input mode, additional instructions are required to

transfer input data from the extension register to the accumulator,

and vice-versa for output.
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A re-appraisal of the Serial i/O flow pattern was done and an alternative

monitor program was sketched out in which the routine could be reduced

to a repetetive sequence of:

(i) Enter address (2x8 bits), whereupon the MPTJ displays the

contents;

(ii) Set command code for "modify" or "step" or "gto";

(iii) If "mod", new data prompted for, written in, then "step";

If "step", next location read out - but would require "HIT"

facility between steps, with "Continue" input to permit "next step";

If "gto", the address would be used for XPPC (index reg) to cause

a "JMP" followed by program RUN from that address.

This scheme suffers from the same limitations as before, with regard to

provision of an "interrupt" means of clearing errors, and only having

SA and SB for varying the command input. ("Interrupt" could be enabled

immediately before a JMP in "gto", so that control could be regained by

interrupt in case of an error condition arising).

Since the main emphasis of the work at this point was in creating a

monitor program for developing the pattern-recognition system program,

and because the pattern recognition system would be essentially a serial-

mode system, this had tended to channel the monitor development along

serial lines. But the development system itself need not be a serial-mode

system, and at this point in the project the capabilities of the SC/MP

microprocessor were being evaluated. So attention was turned to a

Parallel Input/Ouput monitor.
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5 • 3 • Parallel Mode Input/Output (Hardware)

It was realised that commands, addresses, data and programs could be

entered into the SC/MP system in parallel using the hex keyboard of

Section 5«2.4«> and. output to the operator could be displayed on two

7-segment hex displays, yet data could be transferred serially between

the SC/MP and the pattern recognition system, if required.

To allow choice of input from the keyboard or from the system data

bus in parallel mode, SU74298 A/B selectors with storage were obtained

to replace the shift register serial data input device. DS8833 3-state

bus transceivers were also added to buffer the data bus from the SC/MP

and some extra logic was used to modify the hex keyboard circuit to

present the hex characters alternately to the high or low nibble of

the input byte.

Six 7-segment hex displays with internal binary-to-hex decoders were

obtained to give output of 4-digit address and 2-digit data bus

information.

The logic diagram of the resultant CPU/Keyboard Interface is shown

in Figure 5«3« The 4-bit binary output from the 7493 counter, labelled

ABCD, is presented to the inputs of both 74298 A/B Selectors and to one

of the 74151 multiplexers, but the D output is inverted before being

applied to the second •151• This provides the required active-low

strobes (enables) for the low and high 8 inputs respectively.

Bata inputs from keyboard to '151s required 1 Kohm pull-up resistors,

and the '151 DC supply lines needed decoupling.

The circuit worked correctly from the beginning on the breadboard, but

was elusively intermittent on transfer to a p.c.b. This persisted for
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months until it was realised that the O-Volt lines on opposite sides

of the p.c.b. were electrically separate I A simple ground-link cured

the fault.

5.3.1. SC/MP Addressing Mode Limitations

As mentioned in 5»2.5» when discussing serial input/output, a feature

of the SC/MP which adversely affects its use for program development

is the scarcity of address pointers in a processor which depends

entirely on pointer-relative addressing. There is no^absolute'facility

i.e. one which does not make use of a pointer. Also, the range of

addressing relative to a given pointer-address is restricted to + 127

locations since (- 128) uses the contents of the Extension register as

displacement. For larger memory-access excursions the pointer contents

must be altered - which can use up to 6 bytes to accomplish.

For interaction between the program and the user the keyboard and

display must be easily and economically accessed and similarly the ROM

and RAM. Since the SC/MP resets to location 000 hex, the monitor program

(in EPROM) is most conveniently located to start there. This area of

memory is accessed by the Program Counter, Pointer 0, and the EPROM

requires an active-low chip-enable signal.

Although the Pointers are all 16-bit registers, and can address 65536

locations, the SC/MP has only 12 dedicated address pinouts, the bits 12

to 15 being multiplexed on the data bus, and so needing a latching

arrangement, if they are to be used. Due to the small memory capacity

these lines were not required in this project.

The -ifK of RAM provided with the Introkit could (just) be addressed by a

fixed pointer at approximately the mid-point of the RAM area.
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However, it was realised that by moving the RAM pointer up slightly

an address in the next page could be generated without altering the

pointer and this could be used to access the Keyboard's single location.

The keyboard address simply enables the TX portion of the DS8833

bidirectional bus buffers in Figure 5*3•

Hence, by restricting ROM and RAM to 256 bytes each and allowing the

Keyboard and Display to occupy another page each, a simple Address

Decoder was devised using a 74155 chip and a few discrete gates. The

logic diagram is shown in Figure 5*4

The penalty for this simplification was the loss of two address locations

at the lower end of RAM, to allow the page overlap.

5.3.3. The SC/MP - Matrix Interface

With the CPU/keyboard interface of Figures 5*3 and- 5*4 assembled on

breadboards, simple programming examples were written and executed.

From the practical experience so gained the need for single-step

execution as an aid to debugging, was apparent. An adaption of the

circuit of section 5*2.1. was added to the existing circuit.

Also part of the Combined Parallel/Serial Monitor Program was written

by this time and allowed parallel input of programs via the hex keyboard

but no meaningful work could be done on the Pattern Recognition Program

development until a serial interface between the CPU and the Pattern

matrix was available.

The Serial I/O Subroutine "SIO", Table 5*1» bad been used with the

serial I/O program when only one destination register was involved.
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For transmitting data to and receiving data from the matrix files

(columns) some form of Input/Output Control (IOCON) which would receive

in parallel, and latch, the Control Codes referred to in Section 4*3-2.

was required. A type SN7475N Quad Data Latch was used for this function.

Serial data and CLK signals were connected directly from the CPU, flag

FQ being the clock source. Flag F^ acted as an enable for I0C0N latching
in conjunction with the signal which strobed the Display output latches.

Control signals were taken to 10C0N from the four low-order lines of the

data bus. Three lines were used for 1 of 8 file selection and one for

R/W selection.

The circuits for the Combined Parallel/Serial version of the CPU I/O

interface are shown in Figures 5«5 and. 5*6.

Referring to Figure 5.6:-

(i) Control Signals A, B, C select the file or column in the matrix

which is to be serially accessed. They are the processor-

generated equivalents of the Control Signals of Figure 4«2 and

form the high-order bits of the file address.

(ii) Signals DEF, generated by the 7493 Counter which is clocked by

the serial In/Out Strobe, F9, are the low-order address signals

and specify the individual bits within a file when it is being

read into the CPU Serial-In port.

(iii) Serial data is presented simultaneously to all seven files at

write time, but only the file specified by Code (ABC) is clocked.
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(iv) Because the 74151 Data Selectors are active continuously, a

file being written to will also be read back to the SC/MP,

since signals D,E,F are also generated. However, this spurious

"read" is ignored by the SC/MP and is non-destructive of the

file data.

(v) Line input to 10C0N disables the "write" CLE pulses to the

matrix when a true "read" is being executed.

(vi) The manual data input to the matrix can be used by the user

manually selecting the matrix switches via the A/B selectors

outwith program run-time. (The manual input is not shown in

Figure 5*6 to avoid unnecessarily complicating the diagram).

Using this interface, Test Programs were written to check the system

routines before they were incorporated in the SC/MP Monitor program -

Section 6.3

When the Monitor development was complete, the program was put into an

EPROM and was then used to develop the SC/MP Pattern Recognition Program

of Section 6.4-
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6. sc/mp software

6.1 Test Programs for Monitor Development

In order to check out the SC/MP Parallel Interface, assembled on

breadboard, before it was committed to permanent assembly, A number

of routines and short programs were written. Some of the routines or

methods tried in them were incorporated in the Pattern Recognition

Program for the SC/MP. They tested the functioning of ROM and RAM and

the address decoding for the Keyboard and Display peripherals.

a) Program to Add two numbers, already placed in RAM, and Display

their Sum. (Least significant bytes only, as there was insufficient

socket space on the breadboard for MS Byte I)

Address M/C Code Comment

0000 08 NOP (SC/MP reads first instruction from 0001)
01 C403 DDI 03
03 36 XPAH Load Ptr 2 with Display-address (0300).
04 0400 LDI 00 ("Display" Code = CA00).
06 32 XPAL

07 0401 LDI 01
09 35 XPAH Load ptr 1 with base-address 01F1.
0A C4F1 LDI F1 ("Read Keyboard" Code = C10F).
0C 31 XPAL

0D C432 LD 32 Trial Number 'A' placed in memory.

0F C904 ST(P1+4)
11 0455 LDI 55 Trial Number 'B'

13 0901 ST(P1+1)
15 0104 LD from (P + 4) Fetch A

17 E901 DAD from (P + 1) Add B
19 0901 ST(P^+1) Store Sum
1B CA00 ST(P£+0) Display Sum
10 90PE JMP(-2) "Trap Loop" to prevent uncontrolled

operation.
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6.1 b) Program (a) extended to include Keyboard input

001D 00
1E G10F

0020 F102
22 C902
24 CA00
26 00

ADD (P1 + 2)
ST (P1 + 2)
ST To Display
HLT

To allow input byte to be set up (Cont)
Read Keyboard
Number C, previously entered

HLT

LD from (P^+ F) Read Keyboard

Sum to (P^ + 2)

Time to read

c) Program b) modified to test IOCON for Serial I/O

0020 C903 ST P + 3

22 C402 LDI 02
24 07 CAS

25 G103 ia (P1+3))
27 CA00 ST (DISP)J
29 C400 LD1 00 ]
2B 07 CAS J
2C C4AA LD1 AA\
2E 01 XAE

0030 C4E4 LD1 E4

32 33 XPAL •

33 C400 LD1 00
35 37 XPAH j

36 3F XPPC

0037 00 HLT

f

Store DATA "Temp"

"02 = TOCON ENABLE CODE

"Copy Acc to STATUS'f
"02->Sets F^"on!

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

cy/l ov SB SA IE F2 F1 FO

Code from (P-j+3} to 10C0N - selects File and CLK EN
Deselect 10C0N

Put data AA into Extn Reg ready for SIO

Set P^ to address of subroutine SIO (00E4)

JSR 'SIO1

With these functions tested, and found to execute correctly at full

processor speed, some longer "applications" programs were written

and debugged for practice in machine code Assembly by hand.

Two examples of such programs are given in Section 6.2
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Notes:-

(i) Program was 'RUN' by pressing RESET (which clears PC).

(ii) To allow interactive keyboard input the "Halt" circuit of

Figure 5»5 was necessary. The Op-Code "00" produced a

programmed HLT when input was requested (or output was to be

read). The program was continued when the CONT switch was

pressed.
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6.2 SC/MP Applications Programs

6.2.1. Binary Multiplication Program, Shift and Add Method

Labels Address M/C Code Mhem

0000 08 NOP

INIT 01 C401 LD 01
03 35 XPAH P1

04 C4D0 LD1 D0
06 31 XPAL P1

07 C403 LD1 03
09 36 XPAH P2

0A C401 LD1 01
0C 33 XPAL P3

00 C401 LD1 01

0F 37 XPAH PJ

0010 9300 JMP

START 0101 C4E1 LD1 E1

03 CA00 ST DISP

05 00 HLT

06 G130 LD KYBD

08 CA00 ST DISP

0A 00 HLT

0B C901 ST P1 + 1

0D C4E2 LD1 E2

0E CA00 ST LISP

0111 00 HLT

12 C130 LD KYBL

14 CA00 ST DISP

16 00 HLT

17 C130 LD KXBD

19 C902 ST P1 + 2

1B C400 LD1 00
1D C903 ST P1 + 3

1F C904 ST P1 + 4

Comment

Reset

Load Ptr 1 with RAM base-addres

(in this case, 0 1 D 0)

Load Ptr 2 with "Display"Page N

(Low byte irrelevant:p3 is
empty page).

Load P3 for JMP to start of RAM

(Temporary programs developed
in RAM)

To "Start".

Load Prompt for "Enter 1"

Display prompt and wait for
number 'A* to be entered

(Press bontd')
Read 'A'

Display 'A' for check.(if
correct press 'CONT', otherwise
correct first).
Store number 'A'

Prompt for "Enter 2"

(Enter 'B' and press 'COM")
Read 'B' "

Check 'B'

Read 'B' in case changed

Store 'B'

Clr two bytes for product
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Labels Address M0C Code Mnem Comments

L1

L2

DISPLAY

0121

25

25

26

28

2A

2C

2E

0130
31

33

35

36

38

3A

3D

3D

3F

0141
43

45

47

48

4A

4C

4D

C408

C900
02

C102
D401

9802
C101
P104
1F

C904
C103
1D

C903
C102
1C

C902
B900
9802
90E2
C105
CA00
00
C104
CA00
00
90B2

DDI 08

ST P1 + 0
CC1

LDT P1 + 2

ANT 01

JZT "L2"

LDT P1 + 1

ADD 'Pro-High'
REL

ST P1 + 4

LD P1 + 3

SRL

ST P1 + 5

LD P1 + 2

SR

ST P1 + 2

DLD P1 + 0
JZ02
JMP "L1"

LD P1 + 3

ST DISP

HLT

LD P1 + 4

ST DISP

HLT

JMP "START"

Load P1 addr with count
of 8.

Clear carry/link
Fetch 'B* (Multiplier)
AND with 01 (Chdck LSB
for '1')
No digit, no add

Fetch 'A', if LSB = 1

Rotate-right ACC into Carry
Store Prod-High
Fetch Prod-Low

Shift right, with carry->
bit 7

Store Prod-Low

Fetch Multr.
Shift right

Replace shifted Multr.
> -f]

Dec and load 'count'

8 hits moved, JMP "DISPLAY"

Repeat till 8 moves

Display Prod Low byte

(P:ress 'CONT')

Display Prod High-byte

(Press 'CONT' to repeat)

This programme worked, but (with hindsight) it could be improved.

The SC/MP is not the most suitable microprocessor for arithmetic operations.

Generation of Binary Moments by direct multiplication would have been a

slow process using this technique.
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6.2.2. Block Transfer Program

This program is useful for relocating blocks of program during

development, e.£5., copy ROM to RAM to try the effect of a modification.

(Assumes basic INIT sequence of pointer loading has been carried out).

Labels Address M/C Code Mhem Comments

00 3E C401 LDI 01 Reset P2 to 0100
40 36 XPAH P2 (Temporarily disables display)
41 C400 LDI 00
43 32 XPAL P2

44 C400 LDT 00
46 37 XPAH P3 Set P3 to 0000
47 C400 LDI 00
49 33 XPAL PJ

4A C440 LDI 30 Counter for 64^q bytes
4C C9FF ST P1 - 1

Loop 4^ C701 LD P3 @ BLOCK

0050 CE01 ST P2 @ TRANSFER

52 B9FE DLD P1 - 1 Dec't. and fetch 'count' LOOP

54 9CF8 JNZ 'Loop'

56 C403 LDI 03 Restore P2 to 'DISPLAY'

58 36 XPAH P2

59 C401 LDI 01
5B 37 XPAH P3 SET P3 to 0100
5C C400 LDI 00
5E 33 XPAL P3

5F C701 LD P3 + 1

0061 CA00 ST DISP Fetch and display 1st byte from

63 00 HLT new location

Can continue in a loop, byte at a time, or allow modification.
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Fig. 6.1 Flor Chart for Sc/l."P 1/or.itor Program.
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/OR1 BACK V /

PPON\PT FOR
DAT A

INPUT NEW/
3SAT A /

READ ALTER
DISPLAY T.ATA;

(halt)

PRESS CO NT

DEC R. ADDRESS
THREE DYTES

'Load' (^)
S £ i Pointear
To address

PROAT FOR D AT A

/input Data//disputOATA/

DECT-ADDr- PTR.

>py' (fk
PRONPT Foi?
HIGH ADDRESS
OF 'OLT>' BkOCK

I
I IO POT

/ADt>R.£~SS /

CALC. "ISLOCK
LENGTH; STORE
IN 'COUNT'

PRorAPT For
'NEW1START

ADDREs s

/input NEW'/
/start AtlR /

Set D3 To 'old'
START ADDRESS
AND P2 to 'neW
Start AqoRE<s- ,

LOAD FRON T3 Awh
STORE /N ?2

A^t-RtTv £S

iNC1" ?z AWD A$ j
3>£tT 'Count'

EhlSP LAY 7
/' Finished^/

( E K)Eb . )

1ALTCRh)' (5
JurAP 3"o 00<}E>

JuiaP F0 00b S

(010Q j

('reset'To Exit From, Loop?)
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LAEEL

IIM17

'DC

'EXAM'

L2

7] I TOR PROGRAM 6.3

! e a d k e yfooar d code = c 130
11as 1 a y code = c a 0 0
' A —

ar i a 1 i / c c i ock
!se PI -ad d n e ss for sio court

'1 = IOC ON e n a b I e.

ADDR CODE MNEM COMMENT
0000 03 NOP

c40 1 LD I
35 XPAH
c4d0 LD I Set PI to OldO
31 XPAL

0007 c4 03 LD I
35 XPAH Set P2 to 'Disp'-addr

000a c4a 1 LDI
CA00 DISP Prompt 'Al'i
00 HLT [Enter MSE-addr;Press 'cent
c 130 RDK

001 1 c920 3T Store 'Ai' in (PI+20)
c4a2 LDI
caOO DISP Promo t 'A2';
00 HLT [Enter L3B-addr;Press 'cant

00 IS c 130 RDK
-921 ST Read/store "A2' in (Pl+21)

001c c4c0 LDI
c a 0 0 DISP Prompt for 'CO'mmand

0020 00 HLT
c 130 RDK Read Command
01 XAE Store in Ext'n Reg
40 LDE Ld from Ext'n
e4cd XRI Check for 'Do" (Run)
9315 ■-J a! Jump to 'Do', if match

0029 40 LDE
p4C3 XRI Check for 'EXAMINE'
9319 JZ
40 LDE
e4e e XRI Check for "LOAD'

0031 9344 T "7

40 LDE
e4cc XRI Check for "COPY"
9365 JZ

0033 40 LDE
e4bd XRI Check f or 'ALTERNATIVE'
935e JZ

003d 9 0 d d J MP Loco to Comoro,
003 f c 120 LD

37 XPAH Set P3 to addr and.wait,
c 121 LD (User presses 'cort''

XPAL when ready,)
00 HLT
3f XPPC Go to "addr' and RUN.

0047 c 120 LD
37 XPAH
c 121 LD Se t P3 to ' addr'
33 XPAL
c70 1 LD Fetch and disc- contents of
caOO DISP (wait).

0051 00 HLT (Automatically increments Ptr.)
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6.3 (Cont'd^

A i ter-C

Back 1

'LOAD

LA

CO FY'

c 130 RDK Rd Kyod: User cot ions:-
'AC'= A 1 tor- Cent's: 'El ' = Back 1

(De f au1t: Fatch cont's cf next addn.
01 XAE
40 LDE
e4ac XRI Check for 'Alter contents'

0053 9807
40

tC

LDE
e^bl XR I Check for 'Backl"
9312 JZ
9 0 e c J MP Looc to L2

006 1 c4da LB I
caOO DSP Promo t for 'DA't a

00 HLT
c 1 30 RDK

0063 cbf f 3T@ Read* alter memory.
c3f f LD diso lay new data
c a 0 0 DI3P
00 HLT
90gc J MP Fetches contents of next addr.

0071 33 XPAL
Mfd
33

AD I
XPAL

De erement P3 three bytes,
(to allow for auto-inc).

90a 5 JMP Fetches cent's of previous addr.
0077 c!20 LB

37 XPAH Set P3 to 'addr'
c 121 LD
33 XPAL
c4ae LD I
c a 0 0 DISP Prompt for Entry. (Input byte;

0031 0 0
c 1 30

HLT
RDK

press 'cont'

cf 01 ST@ Rd Kybd. store byte in P3. inc't P3,
c 3 f f LB read and display data entered.
caOO D13P

003a 00 HLT
c 130 RDK Rd Kybd. store in Ext. load from Ext
0 1 XAE (Cot ion: Enter El to return for
40 LDE correction.>
e4b 1 XR I Check for 'E1'

0091 9302 . 7: y

9 0 e 3 JMP Loop to L3.
33 XPAL
f 4f f AD I Decrement P3
33 XPAL

0099 90e2 JMP Loop to L3. --

3045 JMP "Stepping stones" for large-offset
jump, to 00e3.

00 3d c4a3 LD I
ca 00 DISP Prompt 'A3'.. MSByte addr cf high
00 HLT ena of "old block".
c 130 RDK
c322 ST Rd and store A3 in (P1+22H)
c4a4 LDI

00a3 caOO DI 3? Prompt 'A4'. LSEyte addr cf high
00 HLT end of "old b1ock".
c 130 RDK
c323 ST Rd and store A4 in (P1+23H)
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6.3 (Cont'd)

00a f c 123 LD
f 921 CAD Calculates no, of bytes to be moved.
f 40 1 ADI (='count')
c9Q0 ST Store 'count' in Pl-addr.

0 0 b 7 c4a5 LD I
caOO DISP Promot 'A5'. MSByte 'Mew start'
00 HLT
c 130 RDK Read A5 and store in (PI+24)
c924 ST

OOcO c4a5 LD I
caOO DISP Prompt 'A5', LSBvte 'Mew start'
00 HLT
c 130 RDK Read A5 and store in (PI+25)

0 0 c 7 c925 ST
32 XPAL 'Mew start' location in P2
c 124 LD (DISP temporarily disabled.)
35 XPAH
c 120 LD
37 XPAH Addr of "old start' in P3.

OOdO c 1 21 LD
33 XPAL
c7 0 1 LD© P3 (Block
ceO 1 ST© P2 (transfer

0Qd7 bSOC DLD Deer 'count' (loop
9c f 8 JNZ to L4
c403 LD I
35 XPAH Reset P2 for DISP Ptr
c4f i LD I
caOO DISP Display 'Fl' - 'Finished'
00 HLT

Q0e3 901c J MP 'Stepping stone" to 0100.



6.4 sc/mp pattern recognition program

The following program was written to test whether a procedure for

generating various Binary Moments, and then to use these Moments

to classify a pattern, could he implemented using the SC/MP system as

it existed immediately after the previous Monitor Program had been

developed.

It will be recalled that pattern data could either be clocked serially

into the diode matrix files or be entered manually into the files using

the matrix switches. The data would then require to be transferred

into the microprocessor's RAM memory (under the control of a program

which was about to be developed) before any computing of Moments or

classification could occur.

The program of Section 6.4*1• was intended (a) to establish the

viability of a Moment Generation and Classifier routine, (b) to

ascertain how the data should be located in RAM, before the transfer

program was tackled.

To allow for the Pattern Recognition Program's eventual incorporation

into ROM, with the Monitor, it was developed in the ROM simulator using

similar techniques to those employed in the monitor. It occupies

approximately 200^ bytes.

Although the Pattern Matrix used only 8-bit files for data storage,

provision for 16-bit files was made in RAM. This was to allow for

possible vertical shifting for generating certain Binary Moments, as

suggested earlier.
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Accordingly, the program asks for 10 data bytes, the first five being

the low-order data bytes and the other five being blank file-extensions.

Pointer initialisation and data input would not be required in the

final program.

Generation of 1st Moment about the base (B01) starts at Label 2. This

takes 40 bytes. A further 65 bytes generates B.^, the first moment
about the L H side. The values of the moments are displayed, in hex.

The classifier section was written to identify patterns in the limited

group W, N, M, H initially, as these were the group which the first

stage of the "two-step strategy"of Section 3.2.3. could not separate.

All have full vertical bars on both L.H. and R.H. edges of the stylised

5x7 computer-display font, and the program needs to look more closely

at the more sensitive central region of the patterns in order to

separate them.

Identification is made on the basis of the relative values of the three

central Partial Binary Moments of the pattern. Once the pattern is

identified as one of the four letters above, its numerical position in

the English alphabet is displayed.

Obviously, input data was only relevant if it referred to one of the

given letters, as the program was written. The two-step strategy

identifies other letters, such as J and L much more readily, and the

classifier would not be difficult to extend.

A later program (Chapter 7) normalises all patterns to the base and

L.H. edges of the pattern space before computing moments.
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The program was run on the SC/MP system and. correctly identified,

patterns in its range, and also checked the values of the Binary

Moments of the entire character set, which had previously been

manually calculated.
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Fig. 6.2 Floy Chart for SC/lrP Pattern Recognition Program.

(scrAPR ETC/)
IKJIT. POIMTcRS;
SET n = O-

0) Hc'' n; Ld.To
:XTw. Rec-,r-

/ IMPUT DftTA,/
column a'

Clear ' Arsw£*';
SET 'C0U(0T'= 6

Abt> COL(ajLow
~To 'A tos' Low;
Atol ColM HIO>H
TovAus' HIC-vH.

1
(4) IDISpLAV

/ B(o,0;
/(halt).

I
prif^s 'contim-1

0
CLEAR. 'COOUT';
C L£AR,' ADS-T)'

(5) IncCt 'Count'
AN To Sflvt in)
Ext'^. REG,6-

N

CLEAR CAR^j

li~P Acc. Col (n);
"AND' Wit h *di;
add To 'ans.d'

Rotate Col (it)
Rl AH t 1 3 it .

(-7) RoTATf ' /\KJ<S ,b'
riaht i bIT.

(S) ARRANGE 'ALyb'
for t> isplaw

/"display

/S 0,0);
/ (halt).

(TO Classifier.)

Classifier ( C

(end)

(TTTd~)

(end )

(end)
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5 « 4, 1 SC /MP PATTERN RECQGM IT! O.M PROGRAM .

ADDP

000

010

( 1 )

021

(2) 02.b

(3)

03 f

(4)

052

COPE {VI J\ | p" IV5 QDMMCNT

INIT
OS NOP
c40 1 LP I
o=r
—» XPAH
c4d0 LP I Set PI to OldO
31 XPAL
c 4 0 3 LP!
36 XPAH
c400 LP I Set P2 to 0300
32 XPAL
c4Q 1 LP I
37 XPAH
c4C5 LP I Set P3 to 01d5
33 XPAL

GENERATE 3(0.1)
c400 LP I
c30e ST Zero count 'n' in
a30e I LP
01 XAE
40 LPE Save count in Ext
e40b XRI
330 c JZ of o to
c4d0 LDI
70 APE
caOO DISP Prompt 'dn'$ ente
00 HLT / ET _

\ p ci
c2S 1 LP Read kybd
cSSO ST in Pl+n
9 0 e c J MP to I 1 )
c400 LP I
c30b Clear 'Ans'
c90c ST
c40S LP I
c90e ST Init 'count'
bSOe PLP Pec/Ld count in a

9S10 JZ to (4)
01 XAE "n" to Ext .

02 CCL Clear carry
clOb LP Fetch Ans(L)
f ISO ADP Add low byte co! 'i
c90b ST Return sum to Ans
clOc LP Fetch Ans(H)
f 330 APD Add (high byte'n'
c90c ST Return sum to Ans
30ec J MP to (3)
clOc LP
caOO PISP Disci a v Ans(H)
00 HLT
clOb LP
c a 0 0 PISP Disdiay Ans(L)
00 HLT
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b » 4 t 1 Copt ' d

GENERATE 3(1,0')

(5)

(6 )

(7)

(8)

(20)

• 10 )
( 5 0 5

(4O)

053 -4Q0 LSI
c 3 0 a 37
c9 Od ST C ! ear courtt ' n ' and Ana ( D)
a90e ILD Inc/Ld count in acc

01 XAE Count to Ext
40 LDE Copy count to acc
o40b XPI Is count"n"=5?
981 f l! to (3)

05 1 c409 LSI
c9 Of S7 Sat 'countS'=9
590 f DLD Dec/Ld 'count2'
9810 JZ to (7)
02 CCL
c 130 LD from Pl+n
d401 AN I Check for a pattern bit
f lOd ADD Ans(D >

070 c90d Q <T>
W i Re turn sum to Ans(D)

c 130 LD from Pl+n
1 e ROT (right)
c930 ST in coi'n'
9 0 e c J MP to (5)

079 c 1 Od LD An s(D)
1 a ROT (right)
c90d STC in Ans(D)
9 0 d 9 J MP to (5)

080 clOd LD Ans(D)
1 a ROT
1 a ROT
la ROT
c90d ST Return Ans(p)
c a 0 0 DISP Disp1 ay Ans(D)
00 HLT

CLASSIFIER
08a 02 CCL

f 484 ADI Add (- 124); check E(1,0)>
9402 JP Continue if >0
9 0 2 f J MP to (15) if B(1,0)<124
c 1 02 LD co) 2
03 SCL Set c a r ry
f 303 CAD Subt co) 3

095 94Q5 J MP to (10)
c423 LSI
c a 0 0 DISP Show "23' (=W)
00 HLT
98 13 JZ to (50)
c 1 04 LD co 1 4

0 a 1 03 SCL
f 9 03 CAD Subt co) 3
9405 JP to (30) if >0
c41 4 LDI
c a 0 0 DISP Show '14' (=N)

Oaa 00 HLT

>124
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6.4* l Con t'd

( 3 0 ) 0 a b 3 8 f 3 u Z to (40)
(8 0 ) r 4 1 3 LD I

caQO DISP Show "13" <=M;
00 HLT

(50) 052 c 1 04 LD CO 1 4
03 SCL
f 903 CAD Sll5 t co i 3
3802 JZ to (70)
90e4 J MP to (60)

(70) Obb c 4 0 8 LD I
c a 0 0 DI3P Show '08' (=H)
00 HLT

( 15 > c400 LD I
caOO DISP Show '00' (not

0c4 00 HLT
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7.0 Acorn System Implementation

The purpose of the study described in Sections 5 and 6 of this report

was to learn something about microprocessor technology and to evaluate

the suitability of a microprocessor as an element in the digital pattern

recognition system being developed.

At this point, some insight into the general manner in which a

microprocessor functioned and some experience of machine code

programming had been gained. A few of the difficulties of serial and

parallel interfacing with external systems had been encountered and some

solutions obtained. In particular, the work done using the SC/MP

microprocessor provided a body of experience on which to base an opinion

of its suitability for incorporation into the pattern recognition system,

and in general the limitations of the particular development system tested

were proving more of a restriction than an enhancement.

The small memory provision on the INTROKIT system and the dependence of

the microprocessor on pointer-relative addressing made the SC/MP

unattractive for further development. Attention was thus turned to some

of the alternative small systems which were frequently being announced.

Among these was a simple industrial control module which had been

converted to an introductory system by the addition of a hex keypad and

a calculator type display. This was the Acorn System 1, which was based

on the 6502 microprocessor and the HTS8154 Input/Output chip. Its

immediate advantages were 1K of RAM, of monitor ROM, 16 programmable

input/output lines and a wide range of addressing modes. There was

also provision for a 2K Eprom (2716), and as a bonus, the two 8154 I/O

chips each contained a further 128 bytes of RAM, freely available to the

user.
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The monitor program allowed full memory inspection/alteration, and

had useful input/output subroutines, including tape cassette "load

and save" of programs or data.

All considered, it did not seem profitable to continue to develop

similar hardware, when this was readily available. Accordingly, an

Acorn System 1 was connected to a breadboard on which a representation

of the matrix data storage array was arranged, and the following 6502

machine code programs for data input and manipulation, pattern

normalisation, calculation of binary moments, and a classifier were

developed.

7.1 Acorn - to - Matrix Interface (Refer to Figure 7.1)

This is basically the circuit of Figure 5.6 with minor modifications

to reduce the number of connecting lines by generating both row and

column 3-bit selection codes at the matrix end of the interface.

Selection codes are produced by independently clocked binary counters

(7493i , ii J. The column count is used both for writing data to the

matrix and for selecting the appropriate file for a read scan. In the

write operation, the serial data is supplied to all file '164 shift

registers simultaneously, but only the file identified by the column

count receives shift clock pulses via the '155 multiplexers. When

reading,all rows are scanned sequentially by the row counter output

applied to the seven column '151 data selectors, but only one '151

output is selected, by the 8th '151 under control of the column count,

to pass to the Serial Input.

Both row and column counters are simultaneously reset to zero as part

of the interface initialisation subroutine encountered at the start of

the main program. Bits 0 to 5 of Port B in the user's I/O chip are
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designated as outputs and bit 6 is the serial input. (Bit 7 is spare).

The hex byte ' 5F' sent to the Port B Output Befinition Register achieves

this.

With the INS 8154 I/O device parallel data can be output a byte at a

time, but there is also the facility to set or reset individual bits

of the data, without disturbing the other bits. This can be extremely

useful when even a brief flicker in a bit during a byte change may be

taken as a clock pulse. Bit operations are accomplished by addressing

the I/O internal locations according to a given code. The data bus is

not read or written to in these operations, giving rise to the

description "dummy operation".

In the present application, the output bits of Port B are dedicated

as follows

Bit 0 - Common Row and Column Counter Reset

1 - Row Counter Pulse

2 - Column Counter Pulse

5 - Bata Strobe (* 164 Clk)

4 - A/B Selector for Micro/Manual (Matrix Switches) Input

5 - Serial Bata Out

7.2 Flow Chart of Pattern Recognition Program

Figure 7*2 is a flow chart of the Acorn Pattern Recognition Program.

The program is modular in structure. A menu of eight options is

offered and selection is by inputting command code, 0 to 8,(the

ninth code being "Bo nothing: return to prompt").
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(PAT££C

mod 'o'
^

(kybtabuf)
i

'clr. dl^pl.'
i

'spec. co us!
-i

prompt for
"t> atA cw)

i
/inpot datfl(h)/

i
Prompt For.
data (i7\

L —
/Input Data(lV
assemble byte

store in a buff.

mft / all-^/columns
vT)ON£ ?-

yes

trftornj ton

yccip^o ~i y

returm tt>
. colpro ^ ^

i n 1xial5

interfcs

e
prompt for
c omtv\ a kjtd

input
Icomm'c
/cob e,
/Co -sv

compotf mcdulg""
atdrsys j oon\p
to moauuj' n'

mot) '2V

imsemD
morm5f.to L.H. kdci£

kjcrmsc'to base

Gem. SM.Ast Base
i

Gen.MA8tLRED€.£
i ~~

Display B.Kon\s.

dpdd
MOD'3TTI~

(ato'mam
'SPEC Cols'

TRansf, Col.
To S-OOT Buff.

Serial write
Col. To Matrix

mcj> >'

NEW PRoW
iki '

mop v

(jmp mqnitor)

mod'5'

(MODBUF)
'SPEC. COLS'

Copy t Cols
to d BUFF.

<Columns >

[yes
/"Return To\

±J

(ptoabuf)
Copy seven

Cols. To A BUFF.

Return To\
CcLPro iy

Fie. 7.Z Flowchart For Acorn Pattern
Recog-nition Program.
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Matrix:
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d
Buffer

i a
+-x . l

\
$.$v

"x

5'

>/i
3a7,%<<> '

Manual

sv/itches

i 1

a

Buffer

display

/prcmbts
/ jesuits.

acorn system 1

5t

\
\Data.
\
"\

keyboard

fi c\. 7.3.

Conceptual Data Flow in Acorn System.
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The input Command Code is used to compute the indirect address of

the start of that module. Completion of a module usually returns

control to the Command Prompt, with an additional symbol displayed

to signify that the previous task is complete.

The "main" program initialises the interface to the matrix^issues the

Command Prompt and transfers control to the selected module.

Modules 0-5 are concerned with pattern data manipulation and moments

generation, while modules 6, 7 and 8 are system utilities, as follows

Module 0, KIBTABUP - Input data, in hex, and store in Input Buffer 'A*

1, MAT-DBUP - Transfer data from Matrix files to Bata Buffer 'D'.

2, MOMGEN - Normalise Pattern, generate Binary Moments.

5, ATOMAT - Transfer data from input buffer A to Matrix files.

4, DTOABTJP - Move data from D to A buffer.

5, ATODBUF - Move data in reverse direction.

6, JMPMON - Transfer execution to Acorn Monitor.

7, NEWPROG - Write program subroutine, or data, in Acorn RAM,

page 0200.

8, CdPro - Return to Command Prompt.

7.3 Acorn pattern Recognition Program. (See insert listing.1)

7.4 Acorn Classifier Routine

Although the program of Section 7«3 normalised an input pattern to the

origin of the 1st quadrant and evaluated the Binary Moments B^ and
it did not at that stage classify the pattern as a particular upper case

English letter.
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ACORN PATTERN RECOGNITION PROGRAM

* COMMENTS are to assist in following the machine
code and are not standard assembly language.*

LABELS ADDR M/CODE

b t a r t :

CdRro:
fOOO

03

ComseI

AddrBa.se:

ProqMods:

Momaen

20aOf 1
a207
bdSOf1
3510
0 3

1 OfS
200cfe
e.50d
c90S
b 0 e c

13
0 a

aa

bd27f0
3541
6 c 4 0 0 0

COMMENTS

•J3R 'I NIT INTERFACE'
LDX 07
LDA.X Data base (char font)
STA.X Diso buffer
DEX
EFL (-3)
JSR 'DISPLAY' (aet Comm. code)
LDA
CMP OS Check for '
ECS CdPro
CLC
ASLA Ma 1t x2
TAX
LDA.X Addr.Base
STA 41

JMP(IND) 0040
ADDRESS TABLE

u a n c e :odt

lefl 46f0 43f0 4cf0 bSfl 3df0 O^ff 0002

37 a 3 46 LDA 45
3517 STA 17 'Job done' f!ao
dOdO BNE to ' CdPno"

3d 2 0 d 5 f 1 JSR 'SPEC.COLS'
4c3d.fi J MP 'ATDBUF' - mod 05

43 4cS5f0 J MP 'MOMGEN' - mod 02
46 2 0 d 5 1 JSR 'SPEC.COLS' - mod 01 ."MATDBUF'

4cf 1 f0 JMP 'RDCQLS'
4 c 2 0 d 5 f 1 JSR 'SPEC.COLS' - mod 03 .'ATOMAT'

4c50 f1 JMP 'WC0L3'
( ( i ) Norma! i se t o ! e f t h a n d e d q e . )
55 3. 27 0 / LDA 07

55 c0 STA cO Test for blank 1 st col.
a5dl LDA dl
f 003 BEQ ( 03)
4 c 9 3 f 0 JMP f093 Ignore shift if not b ! artk

70 85d0 STA dO
a4d2 LDY d2 Shift cols if is t is biank
34d 1 STY dl
a4d3 LDY d3
34d2 STY d2
a4d4 LDY 04

7 c S4d3 STY d3
a4d5 LDY d5
S4d4 STY d4
a.4d5 LDY dS
S4d5 STY d5
a 4d / LDY d7
S4db STY db
a4d0 LDY dO

Sc S4d7 STY d7
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7.3 Cont'd

f Q3e cScO DEC cO Safety check for aii-o
d0d7 BNE f 0 5 3 pattern
5 3. NOP

< ( i i ) Norma1 1 55 to base.)
33 a 3 0 3 LDA OS Load safety count

85c 0 STA cO
a 2 07 LDX 07 Column count

a90 1 LDA 01 Mask
35dQ AND. X dO Test LSB for '0'
f 003 EES f 0a2

3 f 4cb 1 f 0 J MP fObl If not '0' skio norm

ca DEX
dOf 4 BNE f099 Test next col.
a 2 0 7 LDX 07
55 dO LSR. X dO Move all cols
ca DEX down one bit
dOfb ENE f 0 a 7
cScO DEC cO Receat base check
d 0 e 7 BNE f 037

bQ r: B NOP

( ( i ii) Gsrer•ate B(0 . 1 ). Binary Momen t ab t♦

fO.bl a 200 LDX 00
35 bO STX b 0 C 1 e a r ' An s' for B ( 0>
35b 1 3TX bl for part of E(1,0>
85 b 2 STX b2
a 20 7 LDX 07 Load count into X
dS CLD

.b c 13 CLC Generate B ( 0.1)
a5bl LDA bl
75d 0 ADC. X dO
35 b 1 STA b 1
3002 BCC f 0c7
eSbO INC bO
ca DEX

c3 dO f 2 BNE f Obc

((iv) Gener ate B( 1 .Q ? ab t. L.H.tdae: Eiso)a v Ans» )
a500 LDA 00 Clear ''Ans'' - B3
85b 3 STA b 3
a207 LDX ■J /

a 007 LDY 07
b5d0 LDA. X dO Get column
S5dd STA dd
24dd BIT dd Check if MSB it set

5002 BVC .< +2)
e 5 b- 3 INC b3 Inc B(1.0) if bit set

13 CLC
25 dd POL dd
33 DEY
dO f 4 BNE (-12) Comp1ete the col.
c a DEX Next col.
f 0 0 5 BEQ ( +5 )
13 CLC
25 b 3 POL b3 Next power of 2 in Ans.
4cd0f0 JMP L3 Repeat a 1 1 co1s.
a 2b 3 LDX b3
2 0 0 0 f e JSP f eOO Disp B3fB2.El.B0 Ans's.
50 ETS End of Moment Generation.
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Cent ' d

Su.br o u tine
RECOLS: f Of 1 a 0 03 LEY 03 Set row count

L2; 13 CLC
2c1e 09 BIT Port ES

f 7 1001 BPL (+1) Eata bit is '0'
33 SEC Eata bit is "1'
23 eO ROL eO Eata in L3E of eC, from carry
33 DEY

fd f 009
3e03C9

EES (+9 5 Ex it if co1 done

Se1309 Strobe row count. (Q/P port operation)
105 4c f3f0 J MP to L2 Repeat till done

a6c7 LEX c7 Restore col identifier
a5e0 LEA e 0
95d 0 STA, X d0 Transfer data to data buffer
20c1f1 JSR 'COLCHK"

1 1 1 4cf1f0 JMP fOfl Reoeat if not done
Subrout ine
CLRDIS: f 1 14 a900 LEA 00

a207 LEX 07
9510 STA, X 10 Clear display buffer
r s EEX
10fb BPL ( -5)

1 Id 6 0 RTS Re turn

Program MQdu.) e (Cod e " 0 ' )
KYBTAs file 2014f1 JSR 'CLREIS'

20d5f1 JSR 'SPEC COLS'
a5c2 LEX c2
36 c 7 ST c 7 Set co! pointer

23 a3d0 LEA dO
05c7 ORA C /'

205 0 f e JSR 'Disp Acc' Prompt for data
2 f 200cfe JSR 'Eisp' Get data!H)

a 5 0 d LEA Od
0 a 0 a

0 a 0 a ASLA Shift acc left, times 4
95a 0 STA, X aO

3a 200c fe JSR 'Biso' Get data(L)
b5a0 LEA, X aO
0 5 0 d ORA Od Make up byte
95a0 STA, X aO Store in alternate buffer
e4c3 CPX c3 Check if all cols done
f 006 BEQ (+5) All data stored,.

47 eS I MX
36 c7 STX c7 Update co! pointer
4 c23 f 1 J MP f123 Bo next co1,

f 14d 4c37 f 0 J MP to 'CdPro+'; (Data input is in
A-Buffer)
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7*3 C c r« t ci

subrou. t i re : ( Da ta i n A - Hi i f f ay- mr- i * tan ' s' Iv to m't r'.Id t ?

WCOLS: f130 at c7 LDX c7 Load X col poi n tar

b5a0 LDA. X aQ Transfer col byte to
35c4 CTl

u l n c4 serial-out buffer,
a 003 LBY 03 Set cot bit c cjun t

158 aSSO LDA 30 Mask to select MSB of
25 c 4 AND c4 serial data byte
f 003 BEQ ( +3)
Seld09 I /O Op'n Set Scut data h i g h

151 8 e 0 b 0 5 I/C Go' n

3 e 1 b 0 9 I / 0 Qo'n Generate serial data clk-
pu 1 se

3 e 0 d 0 3 I /o Qp'n Reset Sout daJ a bit
S3 DEY Check if col' done
f 005 BEQ ( +5 >
25 c 4 RQL c4 Advance seria data I bit

15 f 4c58 f1 J MP f153 Next bit
20c1f 1 ■JSP 'COL CHK'

175 4c50f 1 J MP 'WCOLS' Repeat for all cols.

Data block (Used for d i so lav character font
f 173 dO f 5 50 20 35 fO 20 d2

180 39 5e 73 50 5c 00 00 00
188 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 00

Proa-Mod. '05' (Trans fens data from A-buffer mo D-huffsr)
ATDBUF: flSd aSc2 LDX c2 Load X with low col numb.

b 5 a 0 LDA. X aO
95d0 STA, X dO Move one col.
e 4 c 3 CPX c3 Check if all columns
d 0 0 3 BNE (+3) specified are done.

1 57 4 c37 f 0 J MP f037 Return to 'Cdi=ro* '
eS I NX
4c3f f 1 J MP f18f Repeat if not done .

6 3 £' 3 NOP x2

Sub routine: (Initialises I/ 0 port on Svstea 1 i

INITIF: f 1 a 0 a23? LDX 3f Configure outputs, port B
3e2309 SIX ODR(B)
a21 e LDX le Initialise Port B
8e2i09 STX Port B
Se1309 STX 0913 Set bit PB0 Clear row and
3 e 0 3 0 9 STX 0903 Clr bit PB0 col counters
5 0 nTrj

i

Proq.Mod. '04' (Moves ent i re D-Buffer to A-BvIt £ <•? r*)
DTABUF: flb3 a207 LDX 07 Load col counter

b5d0 LDA. X dO Move col byte from D-buff
35a 0 STA. X aO to A-buff.
ca DEX
dO f 9 BNE (-7) Check if 7 co is done

lbc 4 c37 f 0 JMP f037 Return to 'CdPro+' " Done
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/ ♦ 3

COLCHK:
iscks if 5 1 ! S"0 0 c i f i e d c o 1 s are d o n e > 1
3 e 12 0 3 I /O Op Resets row and column
3e0S09 I / 0 OP counters

e 4 c 3 CPX c3
d 0 0 3 BNE ( +3 )
4 c37 f 0 J MP 'CdPro+' Finished
eS I MX Update coi pointer
85 c7 STX c7
20f4f1 JSP -EN COL'
SO RTS

Subroutine; (used to sdec i fy cois to be transferred.)
SPEC.COLS;ld5 a9c0 LDA cO

2050fe JSP "Disp Acc ' Disp. prompt 'c0
200c fe JSP 'Display' Get col 1 number
a50d LDA Od
35c2 STA c2 STO col 1 number in c2

lei 35 c 7 S7 A c7 and c7 (coi pointer)
a 005 LDY 05 Display col 1 number
207afe JSP 'Hex t d'
200c fe JSP 'Display' Get col 2 number
a50d LDA Od
85 c 3 STA c3 STO coi 2 number in c3
a 007 LDY 07 Display col 2 number

f 1 f 1 207afe JSP 'Hextd'

Subroutine; (Strobes M str i x Coi Counter to Enable
cpec i fied Col Peoister.)

EN.COL: f1f4 a 5 c 7 LDX c7 Load X from col pointer
S e 0 a 0 9 I /O Op
3e 1 a09 I/O Op Strobe matrix col ptr.
c a DEX Repeat till spec'd col
d 0 f 7 BNE (-9) number is clocked.

f 1 f f SO RTS
oooo

* Subroutines at f e5 0. fe7 a and feCc are in Acorn Svst
Monitor Pom. and app i y t o keyboard input and on-boar
dispia y. *
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A classifier routine was written following the principles involved in

the SC/MP classifier, for the same subset of characters, H, N, W and M.

This routine was developed in the System 1 RAM, and could be saved on

cassette tape between working sessions, until the stage at which it

could be programmed as an extension to the Moments Generating Program

in the EPROM.

It was the intention of the author to extend the classifier to include

the remainder of the character set before transferring the routine to

the EPROM, but pressure of other duties has so far prevented this.

As stated earlier, the four letters H, N, W and M are the most closely

grouped using the two-step strategy and therefore the most difficult

to separate reliably. The use of partial binary moments analysis as the

second step in the classification process achieves this separation.

Positive identification is made in the case of matrix patterns which

would also be correctly identified by a human observer.

Although the number of pattern bits is constrained by the hardware to be

small, and hence there are a small number of columns the procedure is

not simple masking. It is mathematically accurate for correctly formed

characters, and malformed patterns can still be identified by paying

attention to sensitive pattern areas - those containing most vital

information.

As pointed out earlier, Section 5*2.6., the process of classification

is unambiguous if the appropriate recognition features are used and if

the character is correctly formed, i.e. is a standard version, or is an

identifiable variation. E.g. H,H, M are all recognisable by a human

reader as H, but how would a human reader interpret the pattern K] ?
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In general, from the results of the small sample of humans asked to

identify such characters, the concensus of opinion was to take the

first-read part of the character, but if the context made the meaning

clear, this could override the previous decision.

The classifier part-program of section 7•4•1• correctly identifies

properly shaped characters of the subset and uses the principles outlined

above for ambiguous patterns.
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"7 A i
.» ♦ —r ♦ i A c or n C '! a s s 1 f ier P"cc"3m.

LABS ADDS COEE FINEF COMMENTS

0200 a97c LDA jc
c5b3 CMP b3 ChecK if 3(1*0 \

/ of character
9003 BCC (+3) > 124 (dec: m a ! ;

4c37f0 J MP 'CdPro+' (if not in t his range)
203 a 5a 4 LDA d4

op SEC Comeare parti a 1 0(0,1) of cci
e5d3 SBC d3 and col 4
3530 37A 50 Store result i n 50

210 a5d2 LDA d2
33 SEC Compare partia 1 b(Q,1) of col
s 3 d 3 SBC d 3 ana col 3
1003 BPL (+3) Col 2 >= col 3 ? branch t-o Li

L2: 217 a923 LDA #23
2050fe J'SP 'Display'? show '23' ; char, is "W.
4 c 0 4 f f J MP Monitor (End)

Li ; f 015 BEQ 15 Col 2 = col 3; branch to L5
L5: "■jn H a550 LDA 50 Fetch result o f (col 4 - c o 1 3 )

1003 BPL (+ 3) Col 4 >= col 3 * branch to L3
L4: a.914 LDA #14

2050fe JSP 'Display'? show '14' ; char, is 'N".
4cQ4f f J MP Monitor (End)

L3; f Of 5 BEQ f 5 Col 4 = c o1 3 ? branch to L4
L7: 22 f a9 13 LDA #13

2050fe JSP 'Display'? show '13' char is M',
4c 0 4 f f JMP Monitor (End >

L5; a550 LDA 50 Fetch result o f ( c o 1 4 - c o i 3)
f 004 BEQ 04 Col 4 = c o1 3

23.b 3002 BMI (+ 2) Col 4 < col 3
lOfO BPL f0 Col 4 > col 3: branch to L7
aSOS LDA #03
2 0 5 0 f e JSP 'Diso 1 ay'? show '03" * char is 'H'»

2—4 4 c 0 4 f f J MP Monitor (End).

0000
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8.0 Implementation of Binary Moments on Other Hardware Systems

As the project progressed it became apparent to the author that the

original aim - that of developing, in discrete logic circuits, a

hardware system dedicated to performing the logical task of pattern

recognition/classification - had become widened to include developing

the necessary algorithms for control, computation, classification and

input/output procedures. Originally, the system consisted of the

L.E.D. matrix with switches for manual input of data in parallel and

shift registers for alternative serial data input. Pattern data could

be entered, displayed and stored but not (at that time) manipulated.

The concept of Binary Moments evolved as a step in the process of

reducing the complexity of the electronic circuitry for computing the

feature vectors. By choosing the appropriate order of Binary Moments,

the necessary hardware could be implemented by a few shift registers,

and "software" consisted of a few sequence control and clock signals.

There was no stored program in the project system at that stage.

It was while the circuitry for using the Binary Moments in a classifier

was under consideration that microprocessors and microcomputers became

generally available.

With the adoption of the SC/MP microprocessor for the project the

existing hardware had to be altered to suit the new controller. One

aspect of the modifications was that some functions previously

implemented in hardware became software procedures, e.g. moment

generation.
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The use of a stored program to control the original hardware

gradually gave way to the development of software for data

manipulation, moment generation and pattern classification followed

by adapting the original hardware to suit the program. In fact, the

use of Binary Moments as an aid to pattern recognition developed into

a software system which was increasingly less dependant on particular

hardware for its implementation.

The previous sections of the report have described the use of Binary

Moments on SC/MP and Acorn 6502 based systems. In parallel with these

developments, as the occasion presented itself, the opportunity was

taken to try out pattern recognition (and synthesis) programs

incorporating Binary Moments on other hardware systems and in languages

at higher level than machine code.

Each program following is not necessarily a complete pattern-recognition

procedure, but represents an application of Binary Moments in a

recognition program. Eor example, the decimal values of the partial

binary moments must be entered into the memory of the Casio Programmable

Calculator before its classifier program is run. This requirement is

simply a function of the calculator's program memory capacity (128 steps).

If required, a separate program can be entered into the calculator to

evaluate the entire, or partial, binary moments and display their

decimal values. This particular model of the Casio FX"series has only

a limited alphabetic display capability, so the entire hex subset is not

available for data input or output.

The programs in this section merely illustrate the fact that, if one so

chooses, the project software in terms of the Binary Moments generation
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and the two-stage procedure for pattern recognition using both

full and partial Binary Moments can be regarded as a portable

character-recognition system in its own right. Obviously the ROM

implementation would be machine (and system) dependent in each

application, but the main algorithm would be unchanged. In certain

high level languages, such as Pascal and Porth, the source programs may

even be transportable between different systems, if the disk or tape

operating systems are compatible.

8.1 Program for Data Input and Generation of BM^^ on Casio FX801P
Pocket Calculator

The Casio FX501P Calculator is a programmable scientific calculator

with 11 independent memories and a program capacity of up to 10

programs with a total of 128 steps. The programming language is at a

level approximating to assembly language, in that conditional and

unconditional jumps to labels or GCSUBS to numbered programs are

allowed and a 'step' may evaluate a trigonometric function, declare a

label, or define an indirect address. Calculations and data In/Out are,

however, in decimal only. Thus although it is possible to perform

decimal-to-hex conversion, the hex answer is displayed with each hex

digit represented by its decimal equivalent.

This makes entering binary groups for moment evaluation rather awkward,

but by converting to hex and entering each "byte" as two hex digits

(in decimal equivalents) the pattern data can be entered into memory

simultaneously with the evaluation of the partial binary moments and

the accummulation of the entire binary moment BM^ for the pattern.
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A jump to the second program, Section 8.2, will then display the

position (number) of the pattern (assumed to he an English capital

letter, of the group that can he classified) in the alphabet. If the

input pattern is not a classifiable character its partial moments and

entire binary moment (BM^) can still be read from memory.

In the program, column numbers are used as prompts; a 'HIT' allows data

input, followed by 'EXE' to continue. The loop control instruction

'Decrement and Skip on Zero' (DSZ) operates on memory MO, but the

MO count is converted to 'column number' for indirect memory addressing.
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Program, P0: Table 8.1

05, MinO, Enter loop count in M0

00, Min7, Clear M„ for entire BM
7 01

L0 06,-,MR0,=,Min8,HLT, Convert loop count to Col.no,

(11' displayed: display for prompt, store in M8.

Enter M.S.hex,Col 1;Press ExE) e.g. M.S.hex = 7

MinF,X,01,06,=,Min6 Convert M.S.hex to dec;store M6.

MRF,X,01,00,00,= Min F,HLT, Prompt =700

(Enter L.S.hex,Col 1; Press ExE) Say L.S. hex =15 (=P)

M + 6, M + F, MRF, HIT, Byte = 715 shown for check

(Press EXE)

MR 6, M + 7, M6 = partial BM,Col 1; add to M7

INV IND, Min 8, Copy Mg to M^(indirect addr)
DSZ, Loop check

GOTO 0, Repeat if not 5 cols done.

GSB P2, All done; Jump to Prog 2.

Notes: 0-9 and. F are data memories

Min(n) = Memory n input

MR(n) = Recall memory n

M +(n) = Add data to memory n

INV INN = Definition of address indirection

(INV is equivalent to shift key)

At the end of the above program, the 5 columns of pattern data are

stored as (decimal) partial BMs in memories 1 to 5 and memory 7 contains

the value of the BM^ for the complete 5-hyte pattern. These can be
recalled during a program halt. They are also retained in memory for

use in the classifying stage of the two-step pattern recognition

procedure.
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This is done by programs P2 and P3 for patterns recognised by the

classifier. (Section 8.2).

8.2 Subset Classifier Program on Casio Calculator

This program, P3, may be loaded in conjunction with the preceeding data

input program and be accessed from it by a 'GSB' instruction. The

preliminary routine, labelled P2, is a temporary pre-processor to check

that a character is from the known subset (H, N, W, M) before the

classfier routine is entered: it will be rewritten should the classifier

be extended to include further characters.

P2 simply checks for the presence of vertical bars on both right and

left edges of the pattern before control passes to PJ. If either bar

is not present, an error message is displayed and execution stops.

The Binary Moment values, however, are retained and can be displayed by

memory-recall, manually, after clearing the error condition.

Program, P3 Table 8.2

|P2: ME1,-,01,02,07,=,x=0?,G0T02,GSB P1, Check each edge for vertical bar;

LBL2,MR5,-,01,02,07,=,x=0?,GSB P3£SBPlj if found G0T0P3, else to ERROR, HLl

(Non-existance of P1 generates 'error'
msg) . „■

P£: MR2,-,MR3,=,x*0?, GOTO1,02,03,HIT, If Col 3>Col 2,show'23';CharLw';
else lbll.

LBL1,x=0?, GOTO5, GOTO 6, If Col 3 = Col 2,GOT05;else GOTO 6
EBL6,MR4,-,MR3 = x^0? G0T03,01,04,HIT, If Col 4<Col 3,show'14';char = 'N»

else lbl3.

LBL3,x=0?,G0T04,01,03, HLT( If Col 4 = Col 3, GOTO 4;else '13',
char - 'M'.

LBL5 ,.MR4, -,MR3, =, x=0?, GOTO 7, GOTO 6, If Col 4 = Col 3 G0T07; else GOTO 6
LBL7, 08, HIT Char is 'H', show '08'.

LBL4, 01, 04, HLT Char is 'N'
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At each conditional jump the convention adopted by the Casio

calculator language is that if the result of the test is 'true' the

following instruction is obeyed, and if the result is 'false' the

instruction following the test is skipped and the second instruction

from the test is obeyed.

8.3 TJse of Apple Computer for Moment Generation and Character Synthesis

Although the partial binary moment algorithm was primarily developed

to exploit the simplicity of machine code in order to generate the

moments without actual computation, the moments generation can be done,

with a time penalty, in Basic. Any version of Basic which has

exponentiation available can be used.

In order to demonstrate the validity of the idea expressed in Section

3.2.5. concerning reversibility, a program was also written to use the

higher-order binary moment B„ 1 to recreate a character from an input,o, \

in hex, of its entire B0 ..
8, 1

The program listings and print-outs of actual runs were obtained using

an Apple II computer programmed in Applesoft Floating-Point Basic.

8.3.1. Basic Program to Generate Binary Moments B_ ^^

(See Table 8.3)

After initialising the screen, the "Free Space" command is issued to

tidy the working area of memory. 503 Dimensions a string array,

(8x5 elements).
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Table 8.3 Pattern Recognition Program in BASIC.

LOADF'ATTERN REC
3LIST

508 CLEAR : HOME
501 V = FEE C8>: PRINT V
503 DIM NTC?.• 4.>
505 FOR M = Q TO 7: FOR N = 0 TO

4

507 VTAB IS + N: HTHE' 5 + 2 x M
510 INPUT NT CM, N>
512 "IF NT CM, N> = "E" THEN 1000
515 VTAB 1 + M: HTAB 10 + N: PRINT

NT M.. N >
520 NEXT N
525 NENT H
530 E = 0:V = O:H = 0
540 FuR M — 0 T'J 7: FOR N = 0 TO

4
558 IF XTCM, N> < > "X" THEN 560

560 IF NT CM, N > = "N" THEN V = V +

2 "■ <7 - M} : E = E + 1 : H = H +

2 - N
565 NENT N
570 NENT M
575 UUTU 635
580 PRINT "NUMBER OF ELEMENTS ="

s E
585 PRINT "BINflRV MOMENT ABOUT B

ASE V
590 PRINT "BINARV MOMENT ABOUT L

. H. S. H
600 PRINT "ANOTHER? CVNN>": INPUT

GT:
610 IF GT = "V" THEN 500
620 IF GT = "N" THEN 638
630 END
635 P = 0:Q = 0:R = 0:A = 0:B = 9
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Table 8.3 (Cont'd).

640 PRINT "CHARACTER 15
642 IF 200 < V AND V < 550 FIND 2

0 < H FIND H < 80 THEN PRINT
" L ■"" ; END

644 IF 200 -C V AND V < 550 FIND S
0 < H AND H < 140 THEN PRINT
"J"": END

646 IF 550 < V AND V < 480 AND 3
0 <: H AND H < 140 THEN PRINT
"A"": END

648 IF 506 < V AND V < 650 AND 1
25 < H AND H < 158 THEN GOSUB
700

643 IF P > Q AND Q > R THEN PRINT
"N " : END

650 IF P = Q AND Q = R AND R > 0
THEN PRINT "H "' : END

652 IF Q > P AND Q > R AND Q > 4
THEN PRINT "W": END

653 POKE 1000, A: POKE 1001, P: POKE
1002,0: POKE 1083, R: POKE 18
84, B

700 FOR M = 0 TO 7
720 IF NTM, 1) = "K" THEN P = P +

2 "" <7 - M>
725 IF NT CM, 2> = "N" THEN Q = Q +

2 •- -17 - M>
730 IF .7$CH, 31' = "N" THEN R = R +

2 <7 - M>
732 IF NTCI'l, 0> = "';<" THEN A = A +

2 "• <7 - M)
733 IF NT CM, 4> = "N" THEN 8 = 6 +

2 C7 - Mi'
735 NENT M
740 RETURN
1000 N = N - 1: IF N > = 0 THEN

510
1001 N = 4:M = M — 1: GOTO 510
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505 - 525 Allows character to be typed in, bit by bit using the

letter 'X' for a pattern element, 'space' for background.

512 Allows backspace if error on input, subroutine 1000, 1001.

503 Initialises variables for "number of pattern elements, E",

"binary moment about base, V" and "binary moment about L,H.S.

H".

540 - 570 Calculates b0,1 and b 1,0 for each element and accumulates

them into B0,1 and B1,0. Also sums number of elements.

575 Can be omitted for moments print-out only.

600 - 630 Choice of repeating moments calculation.

635 Zero variables for partial t.m.s. (columns)

640 - 646 Use Y-H values to locate sisily separated characters on

vector map. (First step of two-steb strategy).

648 1st step locates group containing H, N, M, W.

Subroutine 700 - 740 generates partial b.m.s. (columns)

649 - 652 Use partial b.m.s. to determine characters.

Note that for some characters (e.g. 'L', 'J') the 1st step of the

two-step procedure is sufficient to identify even distorted versions

of the characters.

8.3.2. Character Synthesis Program

(See Table 8.4)

This program expects the hex value of the 9"th order Binary Moment,

Bp ., to be available as input L$ (line 90). The original intentiono, 1

was to modify the previous program for evaluating B . to provide thisU j I

moment value, but it became obvious that although Applesoft Basic can

deal with decimal numbers in the range +/-9«99999999 E + 37> and the
10

greatest possible value of B 1 (for a full square) is (16 -1),
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i.e. approximately 1.1 E + 12, it did not hold variables to a

sufficient number of significant figures to maintain precision in

the character shape.

The matrix contains 8 x 5 = 40 elements, and this requires a 40-bit

store (5 x 8-bit bytes) to retain all of B .. The previously
8,1

mentioned Casio FX-501 Calculator retains values internally to an

accuracy of 12 digits, decimal, but this is truncated to a 10-digit

display: Neither of these machines could therefore be used to

evaluate B0 . for a character in hex.
8,1

Fortunately it was realised that the accurate value of Bg ^ for any

8x5 pattern could be obtained by inspection of the partial binary

moments of the columns expressing these in hex, and concatenating them.

There is no difficulty in generating B . using the machine-code
8 > '

systems (SC/MP, Acorn) since they work in hex and store the pattern

in the form of its partial b.m.s. in 5 consecutive bytes. Displaying

the value in a single line would be a different problem.

So the "demonstration of reversibility" begs the question in terms of

how the hex value of BQ „ is obtained. However, given BQ ., the
O j I O j 1

remainder of the process is demonstrated by the program of Table 8.4

When the program is RUN, line 91 prompts for the hex value of Bg ^ for
the character.

Line 100 partitions the 10-digit string into five 2-digit strings.

Lines 130 — 255 (with subroutine 500) convert the five two-hex-digit

strings into their "binary string" form. i.e. recreate

the partial b.m.s. of the columns, using the letter 'X'

for a pattern element and a space for a background element.
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Line 240 Clears the screen

Lines 250 - 270 Print the top half of the character by taking one

element from each column for 4 rows.

Lines 280 - 290 Repeat the process for the bottom half

Subroutine 500 - 516 Substitutes a "binary string" of 'X's and spaces

for each hex character from a look-up table.

(This is to suit Basic's method of printing text).

Some representative printouts of "Character Synthesis" are shown.

8.4 Binary Moments on FORTH-Using Systems

The high-level language FORTH possesses many features which make it

well suited for applications involving binary moments.

(i) It can operate arithmetically in any desired number-base

(e.g. hex and binary), for both i/O and data manipulation,

and the number-base can be changed within a program sequence to

allow the use of the most convenient base for each operation.

(ii) It has both space and speed advantages over BASIC.

(iii) FORTH is an adaptable language. The user can arrange any desired

sequence of operations that can be described using the commands

("words" in FORTH) already known to the system (i.e. words

previously defined in its vocabulary) and the sequence so defined

becomes a new FORTH word. This program or sequence can then be

run at any time simply by entering its name at the keyboard, or ii

may be incorporated in subsequent programs.
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(iv) It executes at a level which is near to machine-code level

and therefore fast logical operations (AMD, OR, XOR)

complementation, addition and subtraction are readily available.

Multiple-precision arithmetic for add,subtract,multiply and

divide are standard features. A single-precision variable

cell is 16-bits long and the standard double-length integer

is 32 bits long. The user can define higher-precision operators

as a matter of course.

(v) The language is highly standardised and has been designed to be

as largely as possible hardware independent. Therefore, programs

written for one FORTH system have a high probability of being able

to run successfully on other FORTH systems.

(vi) FORTH is also well provided with means of handling strings and

for setting up arrays and matrices. Both of these attributes,

contribute greatly to its suitability for binary moments applied

to pattern recognition.

The Jupiter "ACE" is a low-priced microcomputer which uses FORTH as its

operating language in place of the more usual BASIC. The machine is

Z80-based with 8K ROM, containing the FORTH, and 3K RAM for video

memory, stacks and user definitions. Despite there being less than 1K

of RAM available to the user, quite useful programs can'be developed and

run using this machine. The ACE normally uses a standard television

receiver as its video output. Facilities are provided for saving programs

and data to cassette recorder and reloading them when required. (Later

versions have up to 48K RAM).
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The writer has acquired, an ACE, and some preliminary work has been

done towards the development of a pattern recognition system using

binary moments and operating in FORTH. It is intended that the result

of this work will be published at a later date.

At the time of writing, procedures have been defined for pattern-data

input in hex, conversion of the input data t o printable graphics

symbols, output of the character in ASCII format, and evaluation of

the binary moment B 1 for the pattern. Further development on this0, i

system is awaiting an extension of RAM, the interfacing for which is

presently under construction.
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9-0 Discussion and Conclusions

General Remarks

The aim of this project was to develop a digital electronics system

capable of performing the function of pattern recognition. A system

may be regarded as having recognised a pattern when, as a result of

some processes performed on the data representing the pattern, it

correctly assigns the pattern to one of a set of possible classes of

pattern, and unambiguously records or indicates the result of the

exercise according. to the physical constraints of the system.

To help in defining the project boundaries, patterns were considered

to be combinations of light and dark areas on a rectangular two-

dimensional surface. To further restrict the range of patterns to

manageable proportions, the set of known patterns was limited to the

upper-case letters of the English alphabet.

The report describes how a pattern feature which could be used as an

aid to classification of the pattern can be derived from a combination

of elemental areas of the pattern and their distances from certain axes

in the plane of the pattern. These classical geometric moments were

used as the basis from which was developed a novel type of feature

vector, the binary moment, in which the distances of pattern elements

from the axes increases on a binary rather than a linear scale. The

advantage of binary moments as feature vectors in comparison with

geometric moments is that the value of the binary moment of any order

for an entire pattern can be obtained without multiplication or

exponentiation, a fact which simplifies the electronics requirements of

the system.
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It was shown that a particular higher-order binary moment, Bg ^ >

could be used to synthesise or recreate the original pattern, i.e.

Binary moments introduced an aspect of reversibility into the pattern

recognition process, which led into speculation on minimum-entropy

processes.

Electronic circuits were tested and constructed to allow pattern data

input, storage and display. Two microprocessors were evaluated as

control devices in the complete pattern classification sequence, and

two electronic systems capable of classifying a subset of the original

pattern range were built.

The emphasis of development effort shifted from the electronics hardware

to the controlling programs and the classifying algorithm. Some of the

problems encountered in attempting to make the classifier algorithm

capable of coping with malformed characters require solutions that are

neither logical nor electronic, yet are completely relevant to a project

of this nature.

Consideration of the classifier algorithm, in its non-electronic-logic

aspects, gives rise to suggestions for further related study in other

disciplines.

Finally, it is pertinent to discuss suitable applications for such a

system, and possible areas of future developments.

In the remaining paragraphs of this section some of these matters will

be discussed at greater length.
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9.1 Matrix Size and Character Variations

As stated earlier in the report, the particular size of pattern matrix

8x7 elements, was initially chosen to suit the common 8-bit shift

registers available. It also suited the number of elements in the 7^5

dot matrix representation of ASCII characters on a computer video display.

However, the degree of resolution is so low that only characters with

edges that are horizontal or vertical and straight can be truly

represented. Sloping or curved lines can only be roughly approximated.

In order to obtain more natural-looking characters one might increase

the number of elements in each row and column. For example, a matrix

40 rows by 25 columns would give 1000 elements per pattern, and would

permit not only higher accuracy in representing curved edges and

diagonals, but could also represent characters in which poor printing

had produced edges with areas blurred or missing. By proportion, each

"leg" of an 'H' or 'N' would probably be five columns wide, and the

space between legs would be fifteen columns.

Then, in order to apply a similar algorithm to .that described without

completely rewriting it, one would probably extend the process one stage

backwards and combine each five by five element group into a single

representative square, using majority logic for instance. The recognition

process could then proceed as before.

By averaging the data in this way before applying the classifying

algorithm, one could ignore the effects of irregular edges or stray

inkblots, yet slight legitimate variations in characters could be

accepted, so avoiding any possible criticism that for the proposed

recognition system to succeed in classifying a character it had to be

so perfectly formed that the process was virtually one of masking.
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There would thus appear to be some justification for suggesting

that the principles developed using the 8x7 matrix have sufficient

validity to enable them to be extended to higher resolution situations.

It is recommended that matrices should not be too large as the binary

product of the most significant element would rapidly become very large.

Perhaps the 16-bit 'cells' used in FORTH could be a convenient column

length.

One disadvantage of small matrices is that the displacement of one

pattern element into the adjacent matrix square results in a malformed

character, but with the higher-resolution matrix the processes of

normalising for position and averaging into representative squares

would mean that a displaced element would probably not even be presented

to the classifier program.

9.2 The Classifier and Malformed Characters

The function of a classifier is to decide, by analysis of certain

routinely acquired feature vectors, into which one of a number of

possible classes a given pattern should be placed.

A classifier to be fully effective, must not only be able to deal with

perfectly formed characters. It must also make some decision when

presented with a malformed character, or inevitably a serially-fed

system will "hang up" thereby losing data or bringing the pattern-

recognition process to a halt. It isa fairly straightforward exercise

to write a classifier program for perfect characters once the basic

algorithm has been decided.
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The problems arise when one attempts to make provision for those cases

when the pattern data tests do not yield the standard responses in the

flow-chart decision boxes.

This difficulty was mentioned earlier (Sections 3-2.5-; 7»4) and, as a

result of the tests made to see how humans would deal with characters

in which only one element is displaced by one matrix square, a

pragmatic solution was obtained. In that instance the procedure adopted

was that the greater weighting should be given to the "earlier-read"

part of the character (i.e. the J left-hand columns) if the context in

which the letter was presented did not offer any clear guidance. This

is not to say that the "error" will always be in the right-hand part of

the character. It simply agrees with the way in which the human readers

perceived the character in a text reading exercise where the context was

of no assistance.

Since the manner in which humans perceive characters is arguably more

in the province of the Educational Phychologist than in that of the

electronics system designer, the writer could be criticised for bringing

these matters into this project. However, the basic project is concerned

with Pattern Recognition and presumably any concepts which have a bearing

on how patterns are recognised must be relevant. The machine is being

designed to do a similar job to a human reader, not necessarily in the

same way, but operating on the same kinds of patterns. So the form of the

patterns is also relevant and this raises questions which relate the areas

of the characters (English upper case letters) containing most of the

distinguishing features to the direction in which humans are taught to

read these letters. This point is discussed in the next section.
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9.3 Sensitive Areas of English Capital Letters

In the previous section preference would appear to be given to the

left hand side of the pattern when attempting to identify a character

malformed so as to be ambiguous. Yet in Section 3.2.3. when discussing

the two-s-tep strategy as it would be applied to correctly-formed letters

the right hand side was put forward as the more fruitful area in which

to seek identification features. This statement was founded not on

mathematics but on observation. Where does one look in order to

separate the letters C, 0 and Q, or B, P and R?

A great deal of pattern recognition theory is developed'from information

theory which in turn depends heavily on probability. Mathematical

expressions are derived to quantify the information gained from probable

outcomes of tests applied to the pattern. The information theory suggests

that the number of steps or tests required to identify a particular

pattern from a given set will be least when the tests are so chosen as to

reject half of the set at each step.

In the case of the twenty-six English capital letters, the presence or

absence of a vertical bar on the left hand edge (which occurs in 13 of

the 26 letters) would appear to be an ideal test for one step. Assuming

the test was positive, a second test might check for a vertical bar on

the right hand side. Now, while the left hand test partitioned the set

into equal parts and would be deemed a good test, the 'right hand bar test

might only succeed, on average, in 4 out of 26 attempts and would not

therefore be so highly regarded as a recognition criterion. Prom this it

might seem that the right hand bar test does not contribute the same

amount of information as the left hand bar test.
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However, inspection will show that any character for which the right

hand bar test succeeds also has a left hand bar. Therefore, if the

right hand bar test is performed first, success means not only that

the character has a bar on the right hand side, the information is

contributed by the one test that it also has one on the left hand side.

The question then arises, does this suggest that the bits in the right

hand bar are contributing more information than the same number of bits

in the left hand bar?

Being unable to answer this question mathematically, the writer pursued

the inquiry as follows.

Figure shows graphically the binary data contained in the left hand

2/5 or 3/5 of the letters in some common English words, while Figure 9*2

shows the same number of columns of the right hand sides of the letters.

..It is left for the reader to draw his or her own conclusions as to which

group are easier to read.

Obviously there is no advantage in looking at the right hand sides of the

eleven symmetrical letters first, but neither is there any disadvantage.

It is of interest that four of the five vowels and the letter Y are

symmetrical about the vertical centre line, and the remaining vowel, E,

is symmetrical about the horizontal centre line. Since most words contain

at least one vowel, and usually more, a text reading classifier will have

to deal with symmetrical characters as a matter of course.

The property of symmetry is easy enough to establish using partial binary

moments, e.g. If (column 1 AND column 5) AND(column 2 AND column 4) = 1»

then the character is symmetrical about its vertical centre line.
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Again since the number of symmetrical characters is approximately half

of the alphabet, and symmetry is simply established, it would appear

that the property of symmetry would be a useful feature vector.

The writer has not yet determined how the symmetry test would best fit

into the two-step pattern-recognition system of Section 3-2.3., but it

is anticipated that this point would be resolved at the time of its

incorporation in the proposed FORTH classifier.

9.4 Remarks on Right-to-Left Scanning

In view of the comments of the previous sections regarding the most

sensitive areas of non-symmetrical letters being on the right-hand side

of the character, and bearing in mind that to distinguish between

generally similar letters (such as P, R, B or 0, C, Q,, G) one would

tend to scrutinise the area of greatest difference rather than the areas

of similarity, one is led to question whether a great deal of merit is

inherent in the normal left-to-right reading direction used with English

alphabet.

It is appreciated that this direction suits the way in which numerical

values are expressed. In normal reading of a large value one receives

the general impression of the most significant digit first and then

proceeds to acquire the greater detail as one progresses through the

number to the right. It is also convenient for humans to read words from

left to right since that is the direction corresponding to the sequence

in which we are taught to spell them.

A reading machine, however, can be conditioned by its program to "read"

or scan letters, and indeed complete words and sentences, from right to

left as easily as it can from left to right.
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The reading part of the machine is not conditioned hy a spelling

sequence as it identifies the letters, but merely stores a binary

code (probably ASCII) that represents each character into a buffer

from which groups of characters can later be extracted by a word-

identifier. The order or sequence in which the characters enter the

buffer, or are stored in it, is not important so long as they are

presented in the correct order to the word-identifier. Bi-directional

printers are already available: why not bidirectional readers?

One would normally not depart from a standard procedure unless there

was expected to be an advantage in so doing. As stated earlier, no

advantage would be gained in the case of words containing only the

eleven symmetrical letters, but as can be seen from Table 9«1 there

is a significant reduction in the number of vertical slices required to

identify a non-symmetrical character when read in sequence from the right

compared with reading from the left. This is based on a straight

decision-tree procedure, not on the possibly better performance of a

smarter classifier.

Thus, if a classifier could abort the reading-in of partial binary

moments data (vertical slices) when it had a positive identification,

there would be a measurable speed advantage in reading from the right.

There is no suggestion that human readers should be taught to read in

the reverse direction, since after the initial stages of learning to

read one probably recognises complete words or phrases, but it would be

interesting to see the result of an (unlikely) trial of reversing the

fifteen non-symmetrical letters with a control group of new readers.
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9«5 Possible Application of Binary Moments in Pattern Recognition

The major emphasis throughout the project has been on the use of

binary moments to identify English capital letters, it being implied

that the original pattern data had already been acquired and stored.

Groups of five data columns were analysed by the classifier on the

understanding that five columns represented one complete pattern or

character. Obviously any other grouping of data bytes could be operated

upon in a similar manner by an appropriate classifier program.

Thus, the data bytes might be digitised video signals from a TV camera

with perhaps somewhere between four and sixty-four 8-bit bytes per

scanning line, depending on the degree of resolution required. The

classifier, or interpreter in this instance, would have the task of

searching portions of a line, or combinations of adjacent lines, for

wanted or expected patterns which would be associated with particular

objects in the field of view. There is no attempt here to minimise

the complexity of such a task, by understatement. Identification of

objects by shape alone requires first that they be located in the field

of view, then that the edges have a convenient orientation, and that the

specimen is neither too large ot too small. Given these conditions, the

amount of data to be processed will be very large, requiring a large

buffer capacity and a fast processor if any acceptable speed of

recognition is to be achieved.

Partial binary moments of line segments or of complete lines retain data

integrity and can be compared, ANDed, XORed as necessary. A single byte,

at the beginning of each line could hold up to 255 line numbers for

identification of the picture area to which the data refers.
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Pixel data can also hold colour information, as in computer graphics,

and this could he of assistance in initially locating an object in the

field of view by enabling the interpreter to pass positional information

to the camera-steering system. Such a system might be incorporated in a

scheme for robot vision to enable a machine to visually locate and

select an object from a number of objects in its work area.

Sounds can also generate digital information via an A to I) converter.

Here the feature vector is the converter output byte which represents

the value of the sound amplitude at a given instant in binary form. By

sampling and converting the audio signal at regular intervals a sequence

of data bytes is obtained. Depending on the nature of the sound which is

being digitised, particular patterns will represent certain notes, and a

given pattern sequence might identify a chord or musical fragment.

Conceivably a development of such a system could take as input a tape

recording of a piano or guitar being played and print out a record of the

tune in sol-fa or staff notation.

A related application would be recognition of the patterns produced by

speech signals. Digitised signals from a microphone could be checked for

known sequences representing command words spoken by a certain human

operator. Different operators, or the same operator in a different

state of health or under stress, will give different patterns while

speaking the same words. So the machine, which learns a standard version

of the command word, will not respond to a different version. This can be

useful for some aspects of property security, and has even been suggested

as a possible safeguard against drunken driving.

In each of the audio applications, by using a D to A converter, it should

be possible to reacreate, or even to synthesise, sounds from data bytes.
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Many microcomputers now can make musical sounds or have speech output.

9.6 Conclusions

When the writer commenced this study digital electronics and integrated

circuits were areas of technology into which his knowledge did not extend.

As a result of the various activities involved with a project of this

nature - practical experiment, theoretical study, a little philosophical

speculation and occasionally more than a little help and guidance - the

writer now finds some of the digital electronics less incomprehensible

and a few of the integrated circuits have become as familiar as a nut and

bolt.

Some understanding has been acquired of how logical functions can be

translated into electronics circuits for their practical implementation,

and appreciation has been gained of the structure and programming of a

few of the vast number of microprocessors now available and an insight

into some -of the problems encountered in the field of pattern recognition

has also been experienced. The study has briefly touched on questions of

human preception of printed information.

It has been both interesting and instructive in review to trace the

evolution of the project from the initial experiments with electronics

hardware to writing microprocessor programs for pattern classifiers.

Hopefully, the proposed extension of this work, i.e. starting with the

complete pattern-recognition algorithm and proceeding through to a

functioning hardware system operating in FORTH with a specialised pattern-

recognition vocabulary, will complete the cycle.
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Benefiting from the lessons learned in this study it is anticipated

that a future FORTH system would incorporate higher resolution

(16 or 32 bits per column), would use symmetry about the vertical

centre line as a recognition feature, and would analyse non-symmetrical

characters from right-to-left.

Some of the knowledge gained from this project has already been

incorporated into the writer's teaching with Mechanical Engineering

students who are now being introduced to digital electronics and

microprocessor systems as part of broader-based industrial training

schemes. One direct application of this inter-disciplinary approach in

general, and of the pattern recognition techniques in particular, will be

in courses of training for technicians in the newly opening field of

Industrial Robotics.

The writer would prefer not to view this project as a study complete in

itself but as a basis for further development in a most interesting

field of digital electronics application.
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